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DEPLOYMENT OF UNAMIR CONTINGENTS
V < —»-  ..--.-__?_

SECTOR l— NICOY.
032%

A. BYUMBA — Coy less pl + MO.

B. NYRATARE — One pl.
QJkC. £§EEyA — One pl.

SECTOR 2 - GHANBATT.

6.0%‘A. KIBONGO — Bn HQ + pl + MO.
$347

B. BARE - Coy.

c. RUKIRA _ Pl.

D. RUSOMO — Pl.

E. RILIMA — Coy HQ + pl.

F.KRZNZENZE — Pl.

G. RWAMAGANA - Coy HQ + pl

H. BICUMBI - Pl.

SECTOR 3A — MALAWI.

A. BUTARE — Tac HQ + MO.

B. RUNYINYA - Coy.

C. KIGEMBE - Pl.

§ECTOR 3B — MALICOY.

A. GITARAMA — Coy + CIVPOL

B. KABGAYA — Coy HQ + Pl.

C. RUHANGO — Pl.

D. NTOGWE — Pl.

SECTOR 4A — ZAMBATT.

A. GIKONGORO - Tac HQ + C0

B. MURAMBI — Lgs HQ

c. RUKONDO - Pl

+ MO

YHQ
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D. MUSEBEYA — Pl

E. KADUHA - Coy HQ
F. MUKO — Pl

G. MUSANGE — Pl

H. RURAMBA — Coy HQ

I. KITABI — Pl

J. RWAMIKO — Pl

K. RUNYOMBYI — Coy HQ

L. MUNINI - Pl

M. KIBEHO — Pl

SECTOR 4B — FRAFBATT.

A. KIBUYE - Bn HQ + 2 Pl.
Sup Coy + MO.

SECTOR 4C — ETHIOBATT.

A. KAMEMBE — Bn HQ + Coy HQ + pl

B. MURUN — Pl.

c. GISUMA — coy.

D. CYIMBOGO - coy HQ + pl.

E. GISHOMA - Pl.

F. GISAKURA — Pl.

G. KAGANO — Pl.

H. KIRAMBO — Pl.

I. GIHUNDWE — Pl.

SECTOR 5 — TUNBATT.

A. MUTURA — Bn HQ.

B. GISENYI - coy HQ + MO.

C. BUSOGO — Coy + Sup Coy.

D. NEMBA — Coy.



SECTOR 6 — INDBATT

A. KIGALI — Inf Bn
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01> RETOUR 16 FEB 95

TIMINGS

0930
1000

1200
1215

1330

1445
1455

1500

1600
1625

HR: DEPART FROM CONVENT
HR: ARRIVE KIBEHO

; _
1

COMMENTS: LCOL MALARKI WILL BE GIVING THE TOUR OF THE
AREA AND BRIEF NG ON OPERATION JETOUR

HR: DEPART KIBEHO FOR BUTARE
HR: ARRIVE BUTARE

COMMENTS: YOU WILL VISIT WITH OVERNIGHT STATION IN THAT
SECTOR UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF LCOL MALARKI.

HR: MEETING WITH PREFECT OF BUTARE

COMMENTS: TAC HQ IS WORKING ON IT. CONFIRMATION TO
COME.

HR: DEPART FOR GIGONKORO
HR: ARRIVES GIGONKORO

HR: MEETING PREFECT OF GIGONKORO

COMMENTS: CO ZAMBATT IS WORKING ON IT. CONFIRMATION TO
COME.

HR: DEPART FOR KIGALI
HR: ARRIVE AT CONVENT

GROUND TRANSPORTATION: IN THE KIBEHO AREA NOT REQUIRED. IN
BUTARE FC DRIVER AND BODYGUARD WILL BE IN LOCATION TO
TRANSPORT THE FC. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE SRSG SENDS HIS
4X4 WITH THEM TO ALLOW HIM TO TRAVEL. MILOBS HAVE BEEN
ADVISED TO PROVIDE.

SECURITY: ONE BODYGUARD WILL TRAVEL WITH FC IN HELICOPTER,
RECOMMEND THE SAME FOR SRSG. IN BUTARE FC WILL HAVE HIS
SECURITY TEAM IN LOCATION.

PASSENGER: SRSG, FC, LCOL MALARKI (2), POLITICAL ADVISOR,
ADC, BODYGUARD (2).

TRANSLATOR: MILOBS HQ SEC 4 WORKING ON IT.

may HAQ5 Tnmé FMR. Qvwk Lvw k WT ¥v¢& LOCATMN
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UNITED_NATI()NS NATIONS UNIES
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L’ASSISIANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - MINUAR

ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS NO. O03/95

DATE: 13 February 1995

To: All International Civil' n Staff
Military Observers and vilian Police

From: Ally H. Golo, OIC ,
Administration A

=\i 2

Subject: Annual Leave, Compe atorv'Tim Off and.Hospitalization

1. Please be advised that prior to departure on annual leave
or CTO, a completed leave form must be presented to the
respective Personnel Section for approval prior to departure on
such leave or CTO.

2. All cases of hospitalization, whether on duty or on
leave/CTO, must be reported to Branch Heads or Chief Civilian
Personnel Officer, as soon as possible, by the individual
concerned. This information is required in order to maintain
proper records for payment of subsistence allowance. Such
hospitalization must also ‘ be immediately reported to
Headquarters, New York.

3. In instances of sick leave while outside the mission area
on annual leave or CTO, it should be noted that MSA is payable
only to the extent of the number of days of accumulated annual
leave with MSA or CTO as at the commencement days of the sick
leave.

q IAkgl, K ‘
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR UASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

Force Commandcr‘s Memorandum '

 ’6 /»‘”L, 0r_» /W4 0
Erom: Maj Gen GC Tousignanl

To: LIST A,B,MlLOB GP HQ, CO MP COY

Info: CO TUNBATT

Date: 15 FEB 95

Subject: VISIT OF TUNSIAN DELEGATION T0 RWANDA

1. It is requested that aII Tunsians under your command, that can be
spared 0perati0naIIy, be aIIOwed to participate in the Tunsian delegation
visit from 0700 to 1400 hours 21 Feb 95.

Ge__,___,
I\,\.Q_., \Q;~§_ Y@oT,_: ;§<,,_ .p. .
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Inter Of ce Memo
UNAMLR

Date: // Feb 95

To: Mr. Rudy Reiman
FSA, Co-ordinator
UNAMIR HQ, KIGALI.

From: Brian Palmer
FSA, Sector 4  \ 2
TAC HQ, BUTARE. '

Subject: SITREP FOR PERIOD 30 JAN - ll FEB 95.

Intrgdggjgign.

1. Since the last SITREP covering the period up until COB 29 Jan 95 the FSA for
Sector 2 and 3 has left on leave. The ADMIN responsibilities of Sector 3 have been taken
over by the FSA for Sector 4. Consequently this SITREP will cover both Sector 3 and 4.

Aim.

2. To present the administrative situation as of COB 11 Jan 95 (3, 4).

LEE.

Qgngrgl,

3. The situation remains as for previous SITREP. The plan to replace FRAFBATT
with MALAWI COY is still in vogue but now is reported to happen some time before the
end ofMarch 1995.

MILOBS.

4. Of ce accommodation for the MILOBS is being negotiated by BMS ACCOM OFFR
on 11 FEB 95 at the Eden Roce Hotel, KIBUYE. At this juncture this will go ahead and

Ii-.(ir-tw“t



of ce movement can commence when the contract is nalized. Ongoing.

200 Man Qlgmp,

5. The 200 Man Camp is being oifered as an altemate site to house the Military
Contingent to KIBUYE and is an old Govemment Public Works site. Work has commenced
to clean up the site in preparation for tentage erection. BMS has this in control. Ongoing.

Work Reg uests,

6. Currently t\ "~ Technical Schools are ccupied by the Military I. Twntingent to KIBUYE.
Soon these will be handed back to the appropriate authorities. It is felt that these premises
should be handed back in a clean and tidy condition so as not to bring UNAMIR in to
disrepute. To this end Work Requests for a "one of cleanup" have been initiated. Ongoing.

Lgcg! Staff,

7. As mentioned in the last SITREP there is a need to recruit Translators to work with
the MILOBS and MALAWI COY when this unit deploys. It is uncertain how many translators
will be required by the latter as to some con ision about how many locations will be maimed,
however, 12 locals have been identi ed and will be tested in due course.

 .

£‘m1_eral.

8. Situation remain the same as for last SITREP.

 MMSM(Tea Factorial.

9. This site has been identi ed, with Government approval, for the relocation of the
ETHIPBATT BN HQ from KAMEMBE Hospital. Brown and Root under Work Order
Request 10.021 .0-057 have commenced the cleanup of the area. 40 personnel are to be
bused from KIGALI to erect the tentage which has already been delivered to the site.
Ongoing.

10. When visited on 10 Feb 95 it was noticed that the RPA guard the area and indeed
still occupy housing within the tea plantation. It may be more prudent to have ETHIOPBATT
supply a guard considering that UN Equipment has been deployed to the area (if indeed this
is not the case).

 §mBL

1 1. An Electrical Survey was conducted by the Electrical Unit on 1 FEB 95. The team



consisted of the FSA Sector 4, I ‘J. Wayne Brearly and Mr. Michael Selby. The good news
appears to be that the underground wiring linking up the some 12 buildings to be used, is still
in place. Wiring and ttings will need to be provided for each individual building. Time ame
for the completion of the task is 7 days (approx).

ILILQBS.

12. Due to the overcast weather in the CYANGUGU area the solar panels for recharging
batteries supplying power to the Motorola Base Stations are in danger of not supplying
suf cient electrical charge. It is requested that COMMS release 4 conventional automatic
chargers to supr‘2ment these solar panels This may be the case fr ‘ other sectors.

 .

General.

13. There has been quite a good deal of activity in BUTARE with MALAWI COY
in need ofnew accommodation and Ghana SUP COY moving as well. Also with the impending
move ofFRAFBATT into the location accommodation must be found for this contingent.

M _a!!i_Q0.)L.

14. The BMS Accommodation O icer visited BUTARE on 8 FEB 95 and a favorable
decision was reached RE. a contract for property to house Malawi COY (later to house
MILOBS, CIVPOL and MP's). The COY is expected to move by 16 FEB 95.

QQMMS.

15. As stated in PARA 13 Malawi COY‘s move is imminent. Request COMMS
support to move the COY‘s Motorola Base Station to the new location.

§L 

16. It was proposed to move the Ghana SUP COY to the Match Factory, a local
facility with some warehousing and open space. This facility was inspected on 8 FEB 95
and deemed unsuitable. It is suspected that the COY will move in with UNHCR to an
existing facility. Will keep in contact with Ghana SUP COY as to outcome. Ongoing.



MTMIBS,

17. The MILOBS have approached this o ice RE. the employment of a suitable
secretary to prepare reports and memo's and provide general o ice support. As none
of the MILOBS can type they are in a predicament. Request approval to recruit a
suitable local candidate to supply this support to MILOB S, CIVPOL and MP's whom will
eventually be co-located.

GITARAMA.

Qenergl,

18. As with most other Sectors there is movement afoot in GITARAMA. The
Mali COY HQ and MILOBS have moved some 200 meters to another facility owned
by the local Catholic Church (owners of the original position).

M  

- 19. A successful move was conducted by both Mali COY and M1LOBS on 8 Feb 95.
However, due to lack of lead time for the COMMS Section to perform a proper RECCE of
the new site and order the appropriate equipment to move the VSAT terminal there was
con rsion on the day as to relocation of equipment. The VSAT terminal, in fact, was moved
on the 10 FEB 95 and the Motorola Base Stations on the 9 FEB 95.

BM 

20. A Scope ofWork was conducted by BMS on 8 FEB 95 covering all ENGR type
works required to bring the new site up to standard. There is an urgent need to repair roofs
as all leak at some place or another, and to perform electrical wiring (mainly power outlets and
lighting for the o icers accommodation). Request these matters be given urgent attention.

Malawi CQY Kitchen Facility.

21. A typical lean too Kitchen Facility has been commissioned for Malawi COY to cook
under. Local labor has been employed and payment will be made out of imprest inds.

BBQ[QQgking Pits,

22. To facilitate cooking activities a Work Request for BBQ/Cooking Pits has been
initiated.



 crrsonwno.

General.

23. GIKONGORO area (Sector 4A) is occupied by ZAMBATT. A visit to this BN
reveals an organized group whom at present are fairly well set up. They have some 13
deployment sites of varying size spread down to the BURUNDI border. The road access
to some of these locations is decidedly bad.

Lggal Staff,

24. There is a requirement to employ 7 more translators for ZAMBATT positions.
Currently awaiting results of tests submitted under cover of current AR. Ongoing.

MILOBS.

25. Due to the location of the current l\/HLOBS of ce there is an apparent need to hire a
watchman for the hours of darkness. This is due to the insecurity of the site (no fence etc).
Property is at a premium in GH(ONGORO at the moment and other facilities are not available.
A Work Request has been raised to cover this under cover of the current AR. Ongoing.

MIEE 

General

26. It is requested that the following miscellaneous items be noted.

lazcallersamel.

27. Request a current authorized manning table for Local Personnel be supplied to this
office for future reference.

28. Currently a list of Local Personnel is being compiled and will be forwarded as requested
when complete. '



Eorlditt. I

29. It is believed that there are a quantity ofForklifts ofvarying sizes on consignment
from SOMALIA. Due to the large logistic activity in BUTARE it is requested that one large
forklift be permanently situated with the SUP COY for use within the immediate area.
For consideration.

CC/G3 PLANS/ENGR DIV (EDDY OLER)/CO ETHIOPBATT/CO FRAFBATT/
CO ZAMBATT/CO MJLOBS GIKON O O CO MJLOBS GITARAMA/CO MILOBS
CYANGUGU/CO MILOBS KIB :/_ MILOBS BUT - ' CMALI COY/ CQO
OC MALAWI COY/OC GHANA SUP COY/FILE.

sitxqr-tmeni



HQ UNAMIR
HAC
Kigali

/J Feb 95

See Distribution

WEEKLY HUMANITARIAN REPORT FOR PERIOD O5 FEB TO l2 FEB.95

General Situation

1. The humanitarian situation within Rwanda continues to
improve. The IDPs in camps in Sector 4A continue to leave from
camps targeted by Op RETOUR however it would appear that many
IDPs are moving to KIBEHO and NDAGO camps where food distribution
continues. Prisons throughout the country continue to receive
new arrivals and are becoming severely overcrowded. Sectors 2,
3 and 4 report continued arrests by RPA.

HAC ACTIVITIES

2. The Cell performed tasked in support of Op RETOUR. A
representative of the cell attended the UNREO weekly general
meeting with NGOs. At this meeting humanitarian problems
concerning the Northwest of the country were discussed. The HAC
representative passed on security issues of concern to the
representatives.

3. A briefing on HAC operations was given to the newly arrived
Milobs at the training school in KIGALI.

4. HAC sent a representative to a meeting in GISENYI concerning
the possible eruption of volcanoes in Zaire.

5. One patrol was conducted during this period. The patrol was
led by the CHAO and involved a follow up visit to investigate the
needs of the UNHCR way station at MATIMBA in Sector 1. It was
determined that some improvement in the way station was evident
compared with the cell's previous patrol. UNREO has been
informed of the results of the patrol.

Sector 1

6. Patrol to MUKONO reported that GOAL Ireland has established
a new health centre. UNREO to note.



7. Patrol reports that WORLD VISION is assisting BWISIGE
commune (GR 1727) with the restoration of water to the school and
commune dispensary. UNREO to note.

8. WFP and CARE distributed seeds to farmers i
n BUNGWE [GR9734), GAKUBO (GR 9932), KIVUYE (GR 9335) and NYANZA (GR 1903).

UNREO to note.

9. GOAL Ireland is planning to move 36 tuberculosis patients
to KIGALI. UNREO to note.

S§G§O[ 2

10. Milobs escorted Up RETOUR representatives visiting communes
to assess condition of recently returned IDPs.

Sectgr 3

ll. Transport assets were provided to WPP to carry food supplies
to teachers in the communes of=NDRA , GISHAMVU, NYAKIZU, HUYE,
SHYANDA, RUNYINYA, NGOMA, MURABA, MBAZI and RUSHMAVU.

Segtor 4A

12. MSF has dismantled their medical station at RUKONDG. UNREO
to note.

13. RUKONDO camp reported closed by UNREO on 10 Feb 95.

14. ICRC were observed distributing food at KIBEHO and NDAGO
camps.

15. 'Milobs report that the population of KIBEHO camp has
inoreased_to 100,000 with about 20,000 new arrivals due to the
cloiure of RUKONDQ camp. They also report that RWAMIKO camp has
increased in population to 16,000 with 7,000 new arrivals from
RUKONDO camp. The patrol confirmed that RUKQNDO and KABILIZI
camps are empty. UNREO to note. -

SQQQOI QB

16. sous Prefet of BIRAMBO reported overcrowding and a shortage
of food at the prison.

17. Patrols to MURANDA (GR 3008), RUTSIRO (GR 3138) and
NYABIRANGA (GR 4860) report that the schools require maintenance
and have a need for textbooks and stationary. HAC will advise
UNICEF through UNREO.

Sector 4Q

l8. ETHIOBATT transported 89 IDPS from RUSUZI l (GR 7624) CO
NYAGATARE transit camp and provided escort to UNHCR transporting
323 IDPs in Sector 4C area.



ias§Qr_§
_19- Milobs conducted a joint patrol with UNHCR representative
and CIVPOL to investigate humanitarian ne ds in GISENYI, KAEAHA
(an 2712), KIVUMU (GR 230:), MUTURA (on 3123). The patrol liaise
with local authorities to determine urgent humanitarian needs.

20. UNAMIR transport assistance requested_by WFP, as.repoeEed
in last weekly Sitrep, was cancelled by WFP. Efforts-w1lI“%M
made to accommodate new timings for next week.

Ssstsr_§ '
21. INBATT carried out work at the- RBERA unaccompanied
children's centre. Work included the provision D a 5000 ii ii
water storage facility, the _rastoratio f ' -I Mn <1‘ a. watum' angtyiprOVlSlOn of electric wiring'and the restoration of electricity.

22. INDBATT transported and distributed_education.nntomiei hi
the MGAMBAZI (GR 0403) and uaoco (GR 9604) on behalf of on tnf.

QE_B §QQL

33. Op RETOUR continued under the direction of UNREO. 3,947
Fire were moved by vehicle during this reporting period. In
:nduLtion, IDPs left MUNINI Camp (GR 42cc:-and KAMANA Camp (GR
519?) on foot for NYARIZU commune. Milobo provi od escort. A
total of 35,406 IDPds have been moved since the commencement of
the operation.

iiggl Aggi tange

24. UNAMIR Contingent medical personnel treated 5,114 Rwandan
citizens.

25. AUSME treated 302 Rwandan citizens at CH; and conducted
medical screening of 470 IDPS during Op RETUUR. AHSHED Engineer
element provided humanitarian assistance to orphans in GISENYI.

A E I IES

26. Patrols will be sent from KIGALI to the sector 2 area to
assess the Op RETOUR pr b ures at the h me communes Th_ . e-IOChas requested HAC support in the conduct of joint patrols for Op
RETOUR.

wire/~JrZ," /.4 1*
£v.s. Iliya

Col
caao
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FHQ (Ops)
PC
DFE
Tac.HQ (BumARE)“
Milob Gp'HQ
Milob HQ Sec 1 (Hum Rap)
Milob HQ Sec 2 (Hum Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 3 (Hum Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 4A (Hum Rep}
Milob HQ Sec 45 (Hum Rep)
Milob HQ Sec AC (Hum Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 5 (Hum Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 6 (Hum Rep)

Egggrnal

UNREO
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA  MISSION POUR UASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

From: Col K M Tutt
DCOS (Sp) ~
HQ UNAMIR Extn 11109‘

To: List A and c, CISS T/4 Q H Q
File Reference: 4000.1/LOG-

Date: Feb 95
U '1

Sllb_]€Ct. 2 (7 7 _

Reference: _ g

A. Field Administrative Manual -Chapter 8
B. Guidelines for Governments Contributing Military personnel to UNAMIR.

1. I have been requested to put forward a case to improve the baggage allowance for
military personnel deploying on a UN Mission. The first draft of that case is given below. I
would be grateful for any constructive advice that corrects any factual error or strengthens the
case/comments are required by 1 Mar 95.

2. The current regulations for the baggage of personnel, _ differs between
contingent/staff and MILOBS. Extracts from Chapter 8 to Reference A are repeated below:

MILOBS

" 10.0 Shipment and Insurance of Personal Effects

10.1 In order to provide for shipment of military equipment and personal effects
required in the course of a United Nations assignment, military observers may be entitled to
shipment at United Nations expense of accompanied and/or unaccompanied excess baggage on
initial assignment, reassignment or repatriation travel, subject to the following limitations.

10.2 In addition to the normal economy class free baggage allowance specified by the
carrier, an observer travelling by air is entitled to a maximum excess baggage allowance of 10
kgs. (22 lbs, for which he shall be reimbursed by the United Nations.

10.3. The unaccompanied baggage entitlements are

a. Tour of Duty of Less Than Six Months’ Duration: Up to 20 kgs. (44 lbs.)
air freight but no .unaccompanied surface shipment;

1 I//cbutuz;



b. Tour of Dut_v of Six Months or Longer But Less Than One Year. 200 Kgs. (440
lbs. or 44 cu. ft.) of unaccompanied surface shipment, which may be converted to air
freight on the basis of one kg of air freight for each two kgs of surface entitlement;

~

c. Tour of Duty of One Year or Longer: 1,000 kgs. (2,200 lbs. or 220 cu. ft.) of
unaccompanied surface shipment, which may be converted to air freight at the rate of one
kg of air freight for each two kgs of surface entitlement.

10.4. Shipment shall normally be made in one consigmnent. However, on appointment (initial
journey) split shipment of the surface entitlement under subparagraph c above may be authorized
as follows : up to 10 per cent of the entitlement (100 kgs) as air freight on a one kg to one kg
basis, and the remaining surface entitlement (900 kgs) converted to air freight on a one kg to
two kgs basis (i.e. 450 kgs of air freight instead of 900 kgs surface entitlement). In no case
shall more than two shipments be authorized-.

10.5 Surface shipment shall normally be authorized for an observer’s return journey.
However, the observer may convert the whole of his/her surface shipment entitlement to air
freight in accordance with the one-half rule. No split shipments shall be authorized for a return
journey. .

10.6 Sea baggage is normally measured by volume and inland transport rates by rail
or truck for determined by weight. A shipment that exceeds the dimensions given above will
usually result in excess charges for which an observer shall not be reimbursed.

CONTINGENTS/STAFF

4.1 Normally the United Nations agreement with the carrier calls for the transport of
a specified number of passengers in each direction with a baggage entitlement of 45 kgs for
each, and additional cargo up to the maximum aircraft capacity. The number of passengers on
ights in determined by the number of personnel in the contingent (s) being rotated .... ..

5.1 The charter agreement between the United Nations and the commercial carrier
awarded the contract for a rotation speci cally provides for a baggage allowance of 45 kgs (99
lbs) for each passenger. Consequently each individual of a rotating contingent travelling on a
United Nations-Chartered aircraft may carry accompanied bone fide personal baggage up to a
maximum of 45 kgs (99 lbs). This allowance shall include personal weapons and other military
items such a haversacks and fieldpacks. Weapons must not be loaded and no ammunition shall
be carried on board the aircraft by individuals .... ..

6.1 Transport of personal baggage in excess of the entitlement limits shown above is
the sole responsibility of the individual(s) concemed.....

7.4 Military personnel being rotated in this way shall be entitled to only the 20 kgs
free baggage allowance provided by the airline plus 10 kgs excess baggage reimbursable by the
United Nations. The balance of the total entitlement may be shipped v_ia surface transport or
converted to Air freight on the basis of one kg of air freight for each two kgs of surface
entitlement. "

2



CASE FOR CHANGE

3. The table below attempts to summarise the above paragraphs showing the different
allowances in kilograms: =

Accompanied Excess Unaccompanied

Contingents/ 45 Nil Nil
Staff

MILOBS
6 month(-) 20 10 20(air only)

6-12 months 20 10 100 by air or 200 by surface

12 months(+) 20 10 500 by air or 1000 by surface
(or split on deployment with 100 by
air at 1:1 and remaining 900 at 1:2 )

4. It is most strongly believed by all contingents/staff and MILOBS now serving in
UNAMIR that the current individual accompanied baggage allowance of only 45 kg for
contingents/staff and 30 kg accompanied baggage allowance (20 free and 10 excess) with only
an additional 20 kg unaccompanied air freight for those MILOBS undertaking a tour of 6 months
or less is insufficient to permit them to properly carry out their duties.

5. There is a requirement within Reference B Part IV para 50 to "bring national
scales of issue. . . .since the weather is both hot and cold with distinct wet and dry seasons, the
appropriate range of clothing should be provided." One has therefore to comeequipped for four
different conditions.

6. The dynamic security situation may require personnel to wear helmet and body
armour, the UN has failed to provide them from UN resources and nations mindful of their
responsibility for their personnel have been able to provide these from national resources. This
requirement cannot be met within the current baggage allowances. The minimum possible
baggage allowance is 75kg and this should apply to MILOBS at 6 months or under and to
contingents/staff.

3
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
ASSISTANCE MISSION TO RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASS|STANCE AU RWANDA1/<<<=v.

><\\<<1?
UNAMIR-MINUAR

ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTION N° 04/95

DATE: 13 February 1995

All UNAMIR Civilian and Mili Personnel '

Ally H. Golo, Officer-in-
Division of Administrati anagement

<

Certification of Receipt 0 Goods or Ser ces

The attention- of all personnel, whose responsibilities entail the signing of
Receiving Reports, Invoices, Delivery Notes, Receiving and Inspection Reports, or
any such documents presented to UNAMIR for services rendered or goods delivered,
is drawn to the requirement that the name of the individual signing for the receipt
of such goods or services, should Ii his/her name in block letters, together with
his/her ID card number, immediately below his/her signature.

This is an extremely important detail, the absence of which contributes
signi cantly to delaying the payment of bills, and consequently on occasions, the
cutoff of supplies, due to payment delays.

Divisional Heads, Branch Heads, Sector Commanders, Sector FSAs, Section
and Unit Chiefs are requested to ensure that their respective staffs are made aware
of this requirement and are seen to be complying therewith.
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NATIONS. UNIES I
MISSION POUR L'A$SISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR-MINUAR
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ADMINISTRATIVE ‘INSTRUCTION N° 02/95

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

" ~

DATE: 13 February 1995

-All Civilian and Military Personnel

Q

Ally H. Golo, Officer-in-Charge °
Division of Administration & ' ment

Check-out Procedure in Outsta ons

1. The present checkout procedure has all military and civilian personnel
undergoing checkout formalities at the Mission Headquarters in Kigali only,
irrespective of the location of the last posting or assignment. -

2. It is essential that outposted personnel, commence their checkout formalities
at the place of their last assigmnent. This is to ensure that all supplies and
equipment on temporary issue to them are handed back and fully accounted for, as
well as to ensure that no amounts are outstanding against them in respect of
telephone calls, lost or unaccounted for items of equipment, or pending Survey
Board cases resulting from traf c accidents or other damage to UNAMIR property.

3. The checkout document to be utilized should be signed by the Regional
Administrative Of cer, as well as by those persons at the sectoral level, Civilian
Police or other posts, to whom items of clothing, equipment or supplies have been
handed back and whose duty it is to issue receipts therefore.
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UNAMIR
lnwrrma narrows Assistants: urssrmz ran mam;
INu:ER—oF"rIcE Hmq 

‘IO: :I'AC HQ, BUTARE

1"R !I: UN HP COY, KIGALI

DATE: 14 Fab 95

 : TRAFFIC HE ACCIDDI-'1.‘-.l'L'I‘lI»

Kindly inform Lt Michael BAYI.qlIE.i-WA, RPA Liaison Officer
Butare, to arrange for UN Military Pcz1'£oe_p|:ram1ne1 to intervilw
Cpl GASHUGI B0900 of Charlie Co 15 H RPAy 3 , who is hue of -Ea“victims of the roadtrafric accident that uc::u.1-red at lxztare, an 9
Feb 9'5, imrolvinq UNAMIR 3542 in the Charql of Zarmatt.

Please notify this unit of the fixed date to enable the M5 liq
atte:-A for the interview.

' I-
Relatsinq Officer '

It  
cape. s. c1-ran ~é'~ :
UN HP COY
Kigali Detachment Commander

(Mp, 1Z~?P~ Lb
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To : CHIEF COMIVIUHTCPKTIGH QIFICER

FROM: TACTICAL HEADQUARTERS BUTARE

INFO : PPM

nun; II.)FEBRUARY,1995

SUBJECT: Loss QF A ‘[J'I>IA.MIR_4'7Q

1. I regret to in£orm.yUu that I was the person who used UNAMIR
470 the day the antenna was stolen.

2. It was stolen on 27 Jan 95 where I packed it in front of the
Tao HQ. This was the day we had our M5dHl,PiI&dB. There were
many people who attended" the night -party whiich followed the medal
praeentation. It was in the midst of this that the radio antenna
on UNAMIR 470 was stolen by unknown people.

3. In view of the foregoing, it is please requested that
new antenna is installed on the vehicle as coo as possible.

4. Your immediate action would be highly appreciated.

II.-
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K M ‘ |:| I“-1ncos on _ v55,,;
HQ UNAMIR - Enrn 11109

Tm Listmndv ‘Tee HE? &.-115M
Info: CTO, CCIS, CLOGO, Log Plans, Log Ops

File Reference: 4000.1/LOG-53

Date: ,8 Feb 95

$1lbj i=  @WITIHN C0NT 

1 Currently the rst line vehicle servicing and repair for all standard civilian patternlr the res onsibility andenee rscvr) is the responsibility of the cro, however units do ave p
capability for the first and second line repair and servicing for Mllitazry Pattern Vehicles.

2. In the next few weeks the numbers of SCVPs will increase and it will be wasteful in time
and effort if these vehicles are returned to Kigali or even the proposed forward repair facility' ' ' ' th ' Forceat Bretare. All accident damage repair W111 CODUBUB to he carried out in e mam
Workshop in KIGALI.

3. It is therefore agreed that units should be permitted to carry out A and B servicing 11f‘
gem wlthinunlt locations, but only after authorisation of the contingent by the mo. This
m mie im can be obtained from the CTO and Auletml CTO alter innaruerion rm the

" ' ' er accounting for spare pans and advice on theI gll jtili doctunentataon, prop
1?, air and fuel lters. A copy of the la-test W- ll; 016:1, provllled by the CTO, U"
equine owing the actions to be taken at the A and B servicing.

ll. If when me CTO,checks the service documentation at the C or D maintenance periods
' ' nta-tion have not been carried out conectly theit is _;@as:e:E li l‘. the servicing or docume

mwrlty to service SCVPs in the contlngent’s location will be withdrawn.

'5. Cermingentswhowishtocun'youtAandBseavie5.r|goiftl1eirSCVPsaretonowmk.1:t1ae
a l-inn required by paragraph 3.

Qee li
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UNAMIR TRANSPORT

I .

WORK ORDER # '

WORK ORDER ‘
CHANGE ENGINE OIL EVERY 250D KMS

LOCATION: DATE IN: __ DATE our: l

_A-IIIIAINTENANcE (EvERY s,ooo KMS)

_CHECK & RECTIFY AS REQUIRED
CHANGE ENGINE OIL

:BATTERY 81 CLEAN TERMINALS
__ALL HOSES & TUBES

OIL & FUEL LEAKAGE
— RADIATOR,COOLERS & CONDENSER
:ALL BELTS,PULLEYS & BEARINGS
__ OIL,/FLUID LEVELS-BRAKES,CLUTCH
_GEARBOX,RESERVOlRS & AXLES
__ LIGHTSJNSTRUMENTS 8- WIRE CONNECTIONS

ALL STEERING,SUSPENSION 8I SHOCK JOINTS
SAND GREASE AS REQUIRED

{EXHAUST SYSTEM 8- MOUNTINGS
:‘WATER, FUEL 8I POWER STEERING PUMPS
__IBODY,SEATBELTS,SEATS 8; FUEL TANK AND CAP
__ WIPER/WASHER,AIR CON/HEATER/DEFROSTER
__ CI-IECK FOR WATER IN FUEL FILTER (DIESEL)
__TYRES AND AIR PRESSURE
__TOOLS 8: EQUIPMENT
__OTHER ACCESSORIES
_ROAD TEST CHECKING - ENGINE.CLUTCH, GEAR
__SHlFI'ING,STEERlNG AND BRAKES

MIRRORS 8; UNSUAL NOISES.

_B - MAINTENANCE (every 10,000 Kms) in addition to
___A - maintenance

:CHANGE ENGINE OIL FILTER
___FI=IEE PLAY- CLUTCH s BRAKE PEDALS
___CHECK FUEL FILTERS

EPAIRS/RECONDITIONING

VEH NO. ' e

C - MAINTENANCE(20,000 Km) '

__IN ADDITION To A a. B MAINT »
_RENEW SPARK PLUGS a. CONTACT POINTS. IF APPLICABLE -
_REPLACE FUEL FILTERs ~
_CHECK IGNITION TIMING
__CHECK CYLINDER COMPRESSION IF REQUIRED
_Ao.IusT VALVES II. REPLACE GASKET IF REQUIRED

TIGHTEN CARBUFIETOR SCREWS,BOLTS/NUTS s. ADJUST IDLING
_REPLACE AIR FILTER ' Z
__ INSPECT BRAKE DISC PADS a. LININGS ~
iADJUST WHEEL BEARINGS AS REQUIRED _;

CHECK TOE-IN & ROTATE TYRES AS REQUIRED
:CHANGE OIL/FLUIDS -TRANSMISSIONIDIFF & ETC. 1
iADDITIONAL REPAIRS/MAINTENANCE AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUFACTURER.

~ 1

D - MAINTENANCE (40,000 Kms) in addition to .3;
‘ A,B 8- C maintenance ’

CHECK CLUTCH PLATE - REPLACE IF NECESSARY .1
CHECK BATTERY - REPLACE IF NEcEssARY

__RENEW or REPACK WHEEL BEARINGS a I,
uNIvERsAI. JOINT BEARINGS ‘
OVERHAUL ALTERNATQR II. sTARTER
REPLACE SUSPENSIONS As REouIREo
RENEW or REPLACE BRAKE/cI.uTcI-I CYLINDERS —
ADDITIONAL REPAIRS As REouIREo

CHECK POWER STEERING OPERATION '
CHECK HEADLIGHT AIM
RECONDITION FUEL INJECTORS (iI required)
CLEAN & ADJUST CARB. (if required)

KMS BETWEEN MAINTENANCE MAY BE REDUCED
IF OPERATING CONDITIONS CALLS FOR I'I'.

9

10

11

12

13

I4

1s ‘
16

WORKSHOPS (KTO):i

iii

NAI. TEST BY: ‘ RECEIVED IN GOOD ORDER BY:

ITE: Km: SIG: ID#A-i i_i_-ii?-
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
ASSISTANCE‘ MISSION FOR RWANDA " I MISSION POUR L'AS$I§TI\NCE AU RWANDAIt\..../

UNAMIR - MINUAR

13 February 1995

TO: All Office/Section Chief

FROM: Ally H. Golo, A g __ ~_)______
Officer-in-Chafge, inistration/

SUBJECT: Special Post Allo nce (SPA)

Please be advised that the review for granting of Special Post Allowance to
UNAMIR international staff will be undertaken shortly. All Chiefs of Sections are
therefore requested to submit appropriate recommendations of deserving staff members in
their respective Section. Such recommendation should be made only if a staff member is
assigned to a post at a clearly recognizable higher level than his/her own grade. In this
connexion a detailed job description of the related post will be required together with the
recommendation.

The granting of SPAs shall be considered. jointly by the Administration and the staff
through local advisory panel which shall consist of

a). the Chief Administrative Officer
b). the Chief Civilian Personnel Officer
c). a staff nominated participant at the appropriate level, and category
d). a staff representative nominated by the Staff Committee

The Panel shall review all personnel to determine which ones in their view qualify
for the granting of an SPA. Recommendations from the panel shall be forwarded to
FALD/DPKO, which shall make comments and recommendations for submission to the
office of Human Resources Management who will make the final decision which will be
communicated to you in due course.
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"F0: LIST A and LIST D

h : AMA/FC
. -- Fr» &Firm. MA/FC M’ 

Dam: 27 Jan 95

Subject: lq_ ..\l!f.,-'_,‘_Ra3Qi';R T s H\.4"¢-‘_:__!4_ _u!:=i.;v is "

L The attached atluud -id cribes the Force €I tBi\II, 45=I’s for UNAMER
Units during the mom]: oF!!bb?lu.ly. Previous visit: Bllilll In Uni Eeaciqnartnrs
lmveproven mostvalmble. [ tl1mm 1cFCwu.v:gygle!|$MwHI£I@Qa'giniza 0nof
the visitmd the iniformarkxngn-ov ui These Ilmuld focus cm the
troops and their activities. The following is a sugguitéif iiimutr

a. short brie ng by th: sector/unit commander;

b. discussions with and visit (wherc possible) alocal RGO opuaxion;

c. lunch with troops;

d. observe company lB11v'r;1r troop positions and pitrel mama;

e. discussions with local and mgionai authmitks in ‘include both military and
civilian; and

f. visit to nearby ID? cmgp when possible.
I

2. The duration of the-any will be four to ying iimc. Sana:-rily
detail: wiil be naiizedin lihmll‘-EQBUII -:1!-‘mu PFC‘: V llii wthhls
Close Pmtection party willjgu to Space iimitatiani
within ll: vchich: will cnordhiatimuhuuid 11¢ dune
with the ADC/FC at e-xrmiou 11113. '
3. Thi=s0 ‘1::-ewoul lliuh i¢.=n¢m-i_ngih=FC':
tmwmCmig  g _ _____ tDt!:ni'&DCtn n*-FC.
Tizesepirotnswillbausedinrlil-_\q%£1=ofa_' _ tbtheFCau|hmm1:.

4. Your_!1r1p and |- , _--- -
iocatmnis Wah j g --— '

-—1-:2-|!¢— _ —- I J
_ I| - - ,,. ,1 '1' _ '
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Fl-m: FIB 1:0. the FC
Iii LIST A and LIST D
Infn: MMFE, ADC/Ft
"Ugh; G8 1Fi17_95
sub-.im=
Iqlbmnce. Inter-Offim Mann ated 27 Jan 95.

1. Plum nnte the £611-qI¢.!i;l§ amendments to tbs Euros lIn1|lln=n®Y"s visit:
l I|iE¥.l,'Ie fur the niont-h of-Eubruary, 1995:

a. 15 Feb F5 - Béllte Sector 4C;

b. 15 Fob 95 - insert Sector‘ 2,

c. 21 Feb 95 - Insert Sector 3 - Eiita lhi Prison - 11160-12011; ind

d. 24 Feb 95 - I430-1530 Visit ‘Kigali 5g:bn;j'MIl0BS,_E‘.-T31‘)-I630 Visit Cn||nu:n1¢-H -Oil! Cmrpgund. -

time: ilmtau siqmuiw  Mam. Lt. cm

ll.
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HQ UNAMIR
- Ops Branch

Kigali

3000.15(Ops) i? Feb 95

Distribution list

ERAE QED! £9.13 IQ QP1QBEE_L;HQ

 4 (a) Hap RWANDA. 1=250.000-
' (b) Hap RWANDA, 1:5o,ooo, Sheet Nos

08,15,16,17,2z and 23.

b i éi Photocopy of NP Showing the New
Ecundary of Sector 33.

I

I

rm
1. .No change.

llisisien
2. MALICOY to relieve TUNBATT elements in the extended AOR of
Sector 3B and deploy by 1800 h on 15 Feb 95.

tier:
3. gng;g1_gg;11ng; The operation will be cenducted in two
phlias as under;

a. 2hli§_1i Joint recce, handing and taking over of
atatic and non static duties in the new AOR.

5- !hiiQ_ZL Deployment with in the new boundaries and
cnnnenoement of all security and humanitarian ops.

4.  i Also rein: Appendix. From the
junction ef River yatartne and the Egi Kigali — Gitarann at
grid reference(GR) 334833, it takes e££ ii alenq the Southern
bank or the River. Further it fu1lows.th§.l1i ent of QR 310837
-240945 - 831932 - vso-ssu - 74001 - Riviera’ ction GR 960085.
From this point it runs Eentmnirds alug the Eastern bank ef the
distributary of River nyahup no to GR*9I $;B — 976836 - 920820 -
eaovoa (River and Road Eita ii-Kibuye Jnn ti-cin) . From this point
it follows the existing Snctnr 3B bouh¢5ry.

4- 

-or
Id!

-' .
.
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(1) Eba§.e..L..
a Etosainq. No “heme-

Theta;
i. Conduct joint reooe of the extended AOR.

ii. Hand. ovnr all l:;I_¢‘~J1'1=]2‘1v' and humanitarian
Opl in the extendéid A03 of Sector 3B to
HALICOY.

(2) I!ha:e_2..t
a l'ggp_i,g4_ No change.

ELIQX...

Eta;
1. Red-eploy relieved troops in Sector 5.

ii. Readjust security and humanitarian ops
in Sector 5.

iii. Ralusa the above "mention-ed cps in the
realigned boundaries 0! Sector 5.

(1) RbQi£._J..-.

a _G;mg ,,|g_._ Nb change.

(b) Iliiih.

i. ¢ondu<.=t_ joint race: with TUHBAET in the
extended AOR of Sector 3B.

ii. Tate over all F1:¢I:u:_':Lty and hupanitarian
ops in the extenclild k li from 'I‘\'J1lBAT'1'.

3 lEhi §_L.

(a) E;g§§1'ng,_ No clianqo.

(b) 135551.

i. DGFLGY troops the. extend-ed AOR.

ii. Conance security 0.11:! humanitarian ops,

-I
-II

O

, _
|1
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3

~ _ in the realigned boundaries of Sector 3B.

5- 
a-Iininm.-.

(1) £h§§L;L To b completed by ll Feb 95.

(a) Joint recco to commence on 09 Feb 95.

(b) Recce completed by 10 Feb 95.

, (c) Coordination of all security and humanitarian
-_ duties to be completed by ll Feb 95.

(2) £ §5§_g‘ Tb be completed by 1800 h on 14 Feb 95.

(a) Deployment of troops to be completed by
14 Feb 95.

I
I (b) Comnonoe all security and humanitarian ops

in the realigned Sectors with effect from 15 Feb
95.

Hi.!!i 1 .|.

6. Irgnggrii The Logistics Branch to allot 05 troop/store
carrying and 02 small vehs to MALICQ! at the earliest in order
to enable the Coy to perform additional commitmnts.

7. Other aspects no change.
_ .

'7. Sector 3B and MALICOY to liai-is with the ISO for the
rnqpirenent of radio sets and relocation of motorola repeaters.

8. PSO to carry out an assessment of the additional
requirement.
9. Action addresses ack.

. ' . 1 '0; ' ".JL
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
ASSISTANCE MISSION TO RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR-MINUAR

<<4’-“'

INFORMATION CIRCULAR NO. 1
O['FICE OF THE FORCE COMMANDER

DATE: 6 February, 1995

TO: ALL UNAMIR INTERNATIONAL CIVTLIAN AND MILITARY PERSONNEL

FROM: Major General G. C. Tousignant ‘J
Force Commander A/04/42

SUBJECT: TRAFIPRO STEERING COMMITTEE

A steering committee on the move of UNAMIR Headquarters has been established as follows:

Chairmanship Col. Tutt, DCOS (Supp) and Peter Hornsby, CISS will Chair the Committee.

Composition Representatives from the office of the SRSG, FC and CAO, as well as from the
CBMS, CCO, CIVPOL, CMO and EDP sections will form the Committee.

Terms ofReference

l. The representatives present at the meeting shall come prepared with details such as how many
people are in the section, how much o ice space is currently held by the section as well as the section's
anticipated requirements assuming that all their staffing needs are met according to the proposed
manning table that will be presented in the next budget.

2. The committee will propose, by Friday Febmary 10, close of business, options for the allocation
of all office space, both prefabricated and existing, as well as all other offices and open spaces at the
Tra pro complex.

3. The implications of the mission's move into the Tra pro as regards the ownership and continued
utilization of the Amahoro hotel will be investigated by the Committee.

4. The Committee will look into the rationalization of various UNAMIR components with a view
to accomodating the entire UNAMIR organization within the Tra pro compound.

5. The Committee will take into account UN scales of accomodation as proposed by UNHQ.

6. The Committee will also recommend additional of ce furniture/equipment that may be required,
over and above that which is already in theatre and taking into consideration that promised to UNAMIR
by UNOSOM. Consideration must also be given to the furnishing of Amahoro Hotel back into living
acommodations.

7. In the options it will present, the Committee will take into account the possibility of having to
provide of ce accomodation to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.
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During the Chief of BMS '3 absence on home leave, the Chlzf of agineering Operation
Sections under BMS Mr. Eddy C. OLER will be , and can be contacted at HQ "
UNICEF BUILDING" top oor,onTEL. ext. 15120 .

Mr. Patsey Mullings will be your contact person in theHQ AMAI-!ORO,md he wiLl
be found in room number 3085, cmtel. ext. 11084 or on clmrmnl I1 by radio, can sign BM3 -
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UNAMIR - Kleau

6 Febmary 1995
TO: AI! UNAMIR Contingent

Military and Civilian Section
\

‘Fnom; yH. Golo kji ,__,_Q_ 6
Of cer-in-Charger, Administration

SUBJECT: 

A number of vehicles are expected to arrive in the mission area shortly.

The Vehicle Establishment Committee which is the sole body in the mission
"a.-u tizod to make permanent assignments is expected to meet to decide on the allocation of
these vehicles. ' '

In order to ensure as far as possible a just distribution of these vehicles,
complete the attached vehicle establishment proposal form and forward it to my ot‘fice- no
later than 10 February 1995. Kindly note that even if you have previously submitted s
vehicle request to this or any other of ce, this exercise mtg be repeated on the alzlachnd
form. Justi cation must clearly indicate the purpose for which the vehicle is to be nsedand
the number of staff members whose day to day duties hinges on the use of the vehicle. You
must also consider the contents of Information Circular 009/95 of 31 January 1995 (enelos_edQ
when preparing your vehicle request.

Thank you for your cooperation.

cc: Deputy Force Commander
OIC Administration
Chief integrated Support Services
D/COS Sp/Chief Logistics Of cer
Chief Military Observer
Chief CIVPOL
Chief Transport Of cer
Legal Adviser, OSRSG

-~-t

l 
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HQ UNAMIR
HAC
Kigali

0? Feb 95

See Distribution

EEEKLY HUMANITABlAN_REPORT FOR EERIOD 28 JAN TO 04 EEB 95

General Situation

1. The humanitarian situation within Rwanda continues to
improve however the IDP problem in the Sector 4A area continues
to cause concern particularly with regards to the coming planting
season and possible infiltration into the camps by FRGF and
INTERAHAMWE. _Prisons throughout the country continue to receive
new arrivals and are becoming severely overcrowded.

HQ_AQII¥lIIE§

2. The Cell assisted UNREO with the planning of Op RETOUR as
required. A representative of the cell attended the UNREO weekly
general meeting with NGOs where security issues were passed on
the representatives. A briefing on HAC operations was given to
the newly arrived Hilobs at the training school in KIGALI.

3. Two patrols were conducted during this period. One patrol
investigated the needs of the UNHCR way station at HATIMBA in
Sector 1 and the other patrol followed the-Op RETOUR convoys from
RUKONDO camp to KIGALI.

S80QQI 1,

4. Sector 1 reported on 22 Jan that there was a need for
humanitarian assistance at the MATIMBA way station near the
KAGITUMBA.border checkpoint in Northwest Rwanda. The way station
is run by UNHCR and ADRA. HAC sent a patrol to investigate on
31 Jan 95. It was determined that the reception centre required
a change from the issue of maize to maize meal, medical care,
a water bladder, plastic sheeting, blankets, cooking utensils,
jerry cans and veterinarian care for the herds of cattle present
in the area. A copy of the patrol report was sent to UNREO for
assessment and action on 01 Feb 95. A reply was received from
UNREO on 02 Feb 95 stating that a UNHCR representative visited
the area and determined that the problems were under control and
no further action was required.

5. The Office of the Commune of MUKARANGE requested UNAMIR
assistance in establishing a dispensary in the commune. As well,
they have asked for iron sheeting, doors and windows for the
Commune office and salaries and transport for employees. The
Sector 1 Humanitarian Milob was requested to investigate the



requirement for the dispensary and building needs. HAC will
refer the matter to UNREO once an initial assessment has been
done. The provision of vehicles and pay to employees is not
within the mandate of UNAMIR and the bourgmestre should be
informed of this.

6. Sector Humanitarian Team met with priest of BYUMBA and
Belgian Red Cross to discuss a project for the rehabilitation of
orphans.

7. Humanitarian Milob reports that CARITAS is planning a
supplementary feeding programme for widows, orphans and the
handicapped.
Sector 2

8. IDPs and refugees continued to return from camps in the 4A
area and Tanzania and Burundi. UNREO representative said there
remained a need for shelter material and building material due
to the destruction of houses during the war.

Sector 3 '

9. IDPs from camps in the 4A area continue to return. Some
have been arrested and charged with murder/genocide. The prison
located in GITARAMA is extremely overcrowded and five to seven
inmates are apparently dying daily. Continuous contact and co-
ordination with the Human Rights Cell is required to exert
pressure on the Government to review the policy of detention.

Sector 4A

10. IDPs continue to leave the camps. Some are leaving in
UNAMIR and UNHCR vehicles however many more are leaving on foot.
Those leaving on foot are doing so at night and it is estimated
that they are moving to other camps where food is still being
distributed. CYANIKA camp closed this week and the camp has been
taken down. some aid agencies continue to provide food
distribution in camps. UN agencies have stopped this practice and
shifted their efforts to the home communes of the IDPs.

Sectgr 4B

11. Sector Humanitarian Team held a meeting with local
representatives of Ministry of Rehabilitation to discuss medical
services and orphanages.

Sector 4C

12. The NGO PAM will implement a " Food for Work " programme.

Sector 5

13. TUNBATT forwarded a request for assistance from the
Bourgmestre of SHORONGI for material needs, vehicles and office
equipment. TUNBNT was advised by HAC to contact the Milob
Humanitarian Representative in Sector 5 and the UNREO co-
ordinater to have an assessment conducted on the request. Much
of the material requested is outside the means of UNAMIR to



 

provide and will have to be addressed.by the Bourgmeister and the
Government with further assistance from UNREO as required.

14. The ICRC ceased the distribution of food to HUTARA area of
sector 5 GISENYI. As a result, HAC is so-ordinating with WFP,
INDIAN, and Humanitarian Milob sector 5 to facilitate the
distribution of food by WP. INDBATT and G4 would provide the
vehicles or the distribution to about 12,000 persons in the
region. HAC is awaiting details from HF? betore tasking UNAMIR
element.

s.e.¢_tQr_& ‘
15. Milobs conducted patrols in KIGALI coillmmes to monitor
progress of schools and-delivery of humanitarian assistance.

QE_B§§QHI '

16. Op RE'I'OUR continued under the direction of UNREO." 7,128
IDPs were moved by vehicle during this reporti H'P riod. The IOC
is fully set up in the Ministry of Rehabilitation and
representatives of the Government have been attending meetings
and planning sessions.

HA£_BLAH _AQTI!IIIE

17. Patrols will be sent from KIGALI to the Sector 2 area to
assess the Op RETOUR procedures at the hone communes. A patrol
is also scheduled to visit the Sector 5 area to discuss the
humanitarian situation with the Humanitarian Milob and to visit
any areas of particular concern. ijp

, B. Iliya
Col

CHAO

Qitlit isnii
.I:n1'.er.nal
FBQ (QPS)
PC

Tao HQ (BTARE)
Hilob HQ Sec 1 (Hum Rep)
Hilob HQ Sec 2 (Hun Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 3 (Hun Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 4A (Hum Rep)
Milob EQ Sec 4B (Hum Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 4C (Hum Rep)
Milob HQ Sec 5 (Hum Rep)
External

UNREO
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REPUBLIC OF RWANDA
MINISTRY FOR INTERNAL AFFAIRS AND
COMMUNAL DEVELOPMENT
B.P. 446 KIQALI

28 October 1994

To Whom It may Concern,

The Government of Rwanda is pleased that the United Nations intends to provide
assistance to our country through the investigation and prosecution of perpetrators of grave
violations of international humanitarian law, including genocide, in Rwanda and through the
deployment of Human Rights Field Of cers throughout the country to enhance stability and
monitor on-going conditions. The Govemment of Rwanda intends to cooperate to the fullest
extent possible with these endeavors. Persons working under the auspices of the United Nations
for the mission described above and under the umbrella of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights eld operations in Rwanda shall be granted free and
unrestricted access to all parts of Rwanda to conduct their work. All governmental and military
persotmel and Rwandan citizens should cooperate fully with such United Nations personnel,
including making documents and other tangible evidence requested by investigators available as
quickly and ef ciently as possible. Investigators and eld of cers shall not be escorted by
Rwandan of cials unless an escort is requested by them. All investigative work and fact- nding
shall be conducted in private to preserve the independence of United Nations p6I‘SOI1l16l and the
con dentiality of Rwandan citizens. Any interference, obstruction or hindrance with the work
of United Nations personnel shall be reported to the Rwandan Govemment.

Thank you for your cooperation in this important effort.

Sincerely,

For and on behalf of the Government of Rwanda

Seth SENDASHONGA
Minister for Internal Affairs

and Communal Development

.31" .7- J5 /.1 .

it Andreas SCHLESS 49.
Title : Member, Special Investigation Unit ~
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‘I'D: ALL UNAMIR tmrrs File No: 1ooo.'1(_n1"¢)/G/3
Fnonz 5, DIFC/COS/CH0
Date: 9¢f‘nece.mber,'1994 _

SUBJECT: ASSI3TBNQELI9.HUHAH_RIGI§
§BEQlAL_I!¥EEII AElQK_§EIl

1. It has been brought to my attention that some UNAHIR
organizations do not fully understand the importance ot the role
of the Human Rights investigators and monitors in.Rwanda. This
has resulted in unnecessary delays for Human Rights Team.menbers
trying to achieve different tasks thrQgghqgt_the_gggn§ry._ You
are therefore difééted"Eo give full cooperation to the bearer of
this document in the exercise of those functions. '

2. This cooperation includes provision of access for members
of the Human Rights Field operations Unit to all documents,
reports and evidence of any kind which are related to the cases
being investigated as well as making available all individuals
of your organization who are associated with the investigation
being conducted.

3. I expect all UNAMIR units to do their best in assisting the
Human Rights personnel in their daily work. The Human Rights
personnel themselves with the assistance of UNAMIR observers
shou1d.discuss with local authorities their objectives and secure
their needed co-operation. '

.2“.-_ _‘,'__._ .*'_ ‘I .
,=gq,»,,,,m-'* -""’-+ ' -1 _ . .
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INFO Z DCOS SP

DATE : 4 FEB 95

SUB-3'5-‘C'I‘ 1 EEIURBEQFIUPBIIEFIELEHE

References :

A. ADCGS SP letter dltnd 20 Dec 94.
B. ADCOS SP letter dlted 23 Dec 94.

I... You are requested to forward the retqnis (particuilars) of all
the caupitds 1;-uthdrizd to be issued to year
contingent/ cpnrtnnt vide Referencoa.A and B above, using the
Bttl éd fOIR3t

2. Your returns are expected in this HQ not later than 10 FQEQ5.

1. Please treat as very urgent.

Annex:

1-I’ \

V0 AWOFI AYU
Lt Col
CLOGO

A.List of EDP Equipment Held -by contirlgqtn.
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MINUTES OF THE FORTNIGHTLY LOGISTIC CO-ORDINATING CONFERENCE HELD ON
TUESDAY 7 FEBRUARY 1995 AT IOOOHRS IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM AT TRAFIPRO

PRESENT

COL K TUTT
LT COL V O AWOFISAYO
LT COL A CHABIR
LT COL T FISSEHA
MAJOR C CHIBOIVIBE
MAJOR M G SADUNGU
MAJOR COOPER GLAWU
MAJOR A KUMAR
MAJOR S P McCALL
MAJOR D DE1\/[BELE
MAJOR P ARORA
MAJOR G CLARKE
CAPTAIN VASSBOTN
CAPTAIN C F J UDAYA
CAPTAIN S CHOUDHARY
CAPTAIN A B AMARA
S\LT D KANTI
MR M MOLLATE
MR S DUCHATENET
CAPTAIN J M CI-[l1\/lBA

ITEM 1. BRIEF ON 95 FLSG AND TOUR OF TRAFIPRO A

D cos s1>
CLOGO
A D cos s1>
LOG OFFICER ETHIOBATT
LOG OFFICER ZAMBATT
LOG OFFICER GHANBATT

LOG OFFICER INDBATT
LOG OFFICER AUSMED
LOG OFFICER FRAFBATT"
so TPT
so SUP
LOG OPS OFFICER 95FLSG
LOG OFFICER NICOY
G4 OPS BUTARE
LOG OFFICER TUNBATT
LOG OFFICER MALI COY
PCIU
LOG OPS TRAFIIPRO
SECRETARY

CTION

1. D COS SP welcomed all to the conference and talked of why the particular
conference was being held at the TRAFIPRO and thereafter handed over to CAPTAIN I
VAS SBOTN the OPS OFFICER for 95FLSG to brief the conference on the organisation
and function of the 95FLSG. A er the brief, the tour of the TRAFIPRO was conducted,
therea er a review of the last meetings minutes was done.

ITEM 2.STAFF BRIEFING

2. SO TPT told the conference that light vehicles were expected in the theatre,
therefore contingents were to submit their requirement retums promptly. He said there
were some discrepancies between returns sent and the contingent holding of equipment
and told contingents to send detailed reports on equipment. ’
3. SO SUP said he was to send blue water tanks to contingents without them,and'
that the larger the contingents the more they were to get. He reminded all that ,the stands. . ,

y_
I

5

for the water tanks were m short supply therefore had caused the delay 1n the tank;



delivery however if contingents had any means to have the tank raised then he was readymi
to deliver to them. He reminded them all that ,the daily sitrep were to be sent to 95 FLSG
and that the new supply procedures for stores were being prepared and brie y explained,
on the format. He said as from 8 February 1995 at O800hrs 95FLSG to take over the:
responsibilities that were for logistic cell, however, he reminded all to say in case o
problems the staff were there to assist. On the question of Bread, he said it was beingl
delivered to all the contingents six days per week, and that if there were any problems.
they were not to wait to approach the appropriate authority.
4. SO FOOD told the conference that food problems were to be experienced duri
the week on the following items as it was not delivered to KIGALI

a. Biscuits
b. Co fee instant and Co fee portion

. Drinking Chocolate

. Potato powder mash
. Olive oil

Chocolate spread
Canned fruit cocktail

. Tomato concentrate
Soup

‘J
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He said,he hoped the above mentioned items were to arrive soon however if the items
were not to arrive , the amounts were to be added to the next order. He mentioned to say
that items like

Rice
Papaya
Red onions

.d. Pine apples
. Tea bulk

Salt
. Tomatoes

.°.°"?”

On!-no

:—‘_:q-.*':-

. Bananas y
' Cabbages '

Cooking oil
Coffe ground

were to be purchased locally so as to reduce on problems experienced in the past. As fori
fresh Milk , he said all the contingents to order Long life milk instead of fresh
because of di culty storage facilities for fresh milk. Finally he told the conference that ,hel
was to leave the mission soon and thanked all for their co-operation given to him durin
the excution of his duties.
5. PCIU told the conference that he had received a fax from NEWYORK on how
much NEW YORK owed the countries in terms of equipment, he therefore requeste
contingents to submit retums on equipment. He further told GHANBATT to submit th ,
retums on the additional equipment they had brought to the mission. Finally he said he}
wantd to know the contingent holdings for water tanks, Fuel tanks and Tentage

ITEM3. BRIEFING FROM CONTINGENTS



6. Representative from ZAMBATT informed the conference that the water bladder
they have had a leak
7. It was decided that experts to be sent to all the contingents to look at the
bladders and if possible mend them.
8. Representative from GHANBATT told the conference that they were to move to
sector two and might face the problem ofwater containers for platoon localities
9. The water tanks were expected in the theatre and once in the theatre they were to
be distributed to the contingents, in the meantime GHANBATT were to receive
jerrycans.
10. Representative from FRAFBATT told the conference that he wanted to get back
his two tents from RPA.
ll. Decision it was decided that the problem be passed to Operation Branch.
12. Representative from ETHIOBATT informed the conference that they still had
problems in the delivery of Bread and that at times the quality of bread received was not
good.
13. It was decided that SO FOOD to travell to CYANGUGU to check on the quality
of bread and furthermore ETHIOBATT were advised that in future they were to inform
the HQ on the days bread was not received
14. Representative from MALI COY expresed concerned on the short supply of
cleaning materials.
15. Various materials were expected in the mission within a few weeks to come.
16. Representative from MALAWI COY wanted to nd out the progress on the
freezer he asked for.
17. MALAWI COY were informed that they were to receive one once the freezers
were available in the mission.
l8. Representative from NICOY told the conference that they had received the
approval for their deployment as a result they were to face problems in Refrigeration,
Water storage, and Tentage , he said they still did not get the rations asked for . He said
the ISUZU TRUCKS they had injection pump problems.
19. It was decided that Vehicle mechanics be sent to their locality to check on their
vehicles, as for the Refrigerator they were to be issued with one when available, for the
tentage it was leamt that UNAMIR tents had no poles therefore could not be issued.
20. Representative from TAC HQ complained to say the water tank sent to their
locality was not connected because there was no plumber to to do it and that he wanted
to know the progress on barbing facilities.
21. It was decided that the plumber be sent to TAC HQ to connect the tank as for the
barbing matter it was already with UN in NEW YORK.
22. Representative from TUNBATT complained to say their BEDFORD TRUCK
was repaired at B&R workshop but were not allowed to get it because of the JEEP and
that their Freezer was not working properly.
23. It was decided that the representative meet 95FLSG OPERATION OFFICER
after the conference as for the freezer a mechanic was to be sent to look at it.

ITEM4. CONTRIBUTION
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ASISTANCI MISSION FOR RWAPUA '“"‘Ij='iZ__.; MIIION IOUR L’AS‘IS'I'A.NCE AU RWAIQA

UNITED NATIONS _N.-ATIONS UNIES

IHQABEEI-hIE 1AR

T0: See Distribution Date: 25 January 1995
A.

Ref: CIVPOL/MEMO/70/95
IRDM: CIVPOL Commissioner 6'
DE:

Subject: Nomination gf Diiggtor Q_f§tudies
C eh

1. Major Bertha Zanga (former CPMT Rnhengerir) is posted to the
Ruhengeri Gendarmerie Training School lb Director of studies in
place of Major Lancine Diakite who has completed his touf of
duties and is due to be repatriated soon.

2. This posting takes immediate effect.

3. Regards.

 .$l
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=Y:~.~?e'ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSlSl'ANCE AU RWANDA

UNITED NATIONS _. NATIONS UNIES

UNAMIR-MINUAR

INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO THE ROLE OF THE LIAISON OFFICERS
TO THE FORCE HEADQUARTERS (FHQ)

The CIVPOL Liaison Of cer to FHQs in charge of liaising between CIVPOL
Headquarters and the Force Headquarters.

In this capacity, he cooperates closely with the FHQ operations room. He maintains
a direct contact with the Chief Operations Of cer and provides them with data about
CIVPOL, nds out about the Force activities and receives the force HQ’s requests.

The CIVPOL Liaison Of cer to FHQ has an of ce at the Amahoro Hotel as well as
radio and telephone communication facilities an additional means of contact on top
of direct ones for more effective communication between CIVPOL HQ and all of the
Kigali based Departments.

The Liaison Of cer’s of ce is CIVPOL’s permanent branch at the Amahoro Hotel.
This explains why the of ce meets with all visitors who wish to get in touch with
CIVPOL and provides them with the necessary information.

The Chief of the Liaison team hold a registry of messages in which allrelevant events
are recorded.

The Liaison Of ce operates daily from 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. every moming upon
arrival at 7:00 a.m., the Chief of the of ce takes care of the following:

- He makes sure that the Sitrep draft is in conformity with the Sitrep sent from
CIVPOL HQ on the previous day and makes the necessary adjustments or
corrections;

- He gets from the CPOO whatever must be added to the Sitrep. He collects
CIVPOL’s mail and does undertakes for mail to be forwarded urgently. This
is done twice daily at midday and at the end of the day.

Every aftemoon, he gets a copy of the Sitrep from CIVPOL HQ before leaving the
of ce.

He keeps UNAMIR Sitreps which he analyses for the Commissioner and points out
to him any relevant feature. ‘

For his own information, he checks a situation map posted in the service room.

The Chief of the Liaison team is obligated to respect the present instruction.



UNITED NATIONS J;-~”§g\_. NATIONS UNIES
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISI‘ANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - MINUAR

CONSIGNES RELATIVES AUX FONCTIONS D’OFFICIER DE LIAISON AU
PRES DU QUARTIER GENERAL DE LA FORCE (FHQ)

Les Of ciers de liaison de CIVPOL aupres du quartier général de la force sont
charges d’assurer la liaison entre le Quartier Général de CIVPOL et le quartier
général de la force.

A ce titre il collabore étroitement avec la salle des operations du Quartier Général de
la force. I1 maintient le contact direct avec le chef des of ciers des opérations ou le
chef des of ciers de service du FHQ, en vue de donner tout renseignement

- concemant CIVPOL, de s’informer des activités du FHQ et de recevoir toute
demande de la part de celui-ci.

Les of ciers de liaison de CIVPOL aupres du quartier général de la force disposent
a cet effet d’un bureau a l’hotel Amahorro ainsi que de moyen de liaison radio et
téléphoniques, qui en plus du contact direct leur permettent d’assurer les liaisons
nécessaires entre le Quartier Général de CIVPOL et1’ensemble des services situés a
Kigali.

Le Bureau des of ciers de liaison constitue 1’antenne permanente de CIVPOL a
l’hotel Amahoroo. C’est pourquoi il recoit tous les visiteurs désirant contacter
CIVPOL et leur fournit les informations nécessaires.

Le Chef de l’équipe de liaison tient un registre de message dans lequel il enregistre
tous les messages et événements survenus.

Le service de l’équipe de liaison se tient tous les jours de 7h30 a 18h00. A la reprise
de service a 7h30, le chef de l’équipe de liaison prend les dispositions suivantes:

- il s’assure que le projet de Sitrep est conforme au Sitrep adressé par CIVPOL
la veille, et porte éventuellement les corrections et les rajouts;

- il recoit du CPOO les rajouts éventuels au Sitrep; Il retire le courrier destme
a CIVPOL, au niveau de la salle de courrier et prend les dispositions
nécessaires pour son acheminement urgent. En mi-joumée, oomme en n de
joumée il procéde de meme.

Tous les apres-midis avant la descente, il recoit une copie du Sitrep de CIVPOL

I1 conserve les copies du Sitrep de la MINUAR qu’il analyse pour le "Commissioner
en faisant toute observation nécessaire.

1
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- All BRS CIVPOL HQ

Sul:}ect: Allocation of Vehicles

'l..Tl1etu1derm<:n~ 0nnd velnclcs are allocated as follow

1) TOYOTA CRESSIDA

2) 4' RUNNER,
_| ‘-

3) 'IX4 NISSAN PICK-UP

4) IX4 LANDCRUISER

5) TOYOTA HILUX

'63» TOTOTACHILUX
71> 1x4 NISSAN PICK-UP
sf» MITSUBISHI MINTBUS

_ _. _. -.

9) 4 RUNNER

10) 4 RUNNER

11) 4 RUNNER

l2) lX4_ NISSAN PICK-UP
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N“ mo? ons BRANCH

N“ 518 ALOG BRANCPI
N“ 1296 KIGALI SECTOR I - ~

N" 723

N“ 740

N“ 463

N“ 235

N“ 1038 otxonooao sE1;ToR»
N“ lO8'% mauve sector:
N“ 484 ACCIDFNTED

(WORKSHOP)
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no (TPT) POOL.

N“ I050 CYANGUGU SECTOR
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T0: DFC. COS. MILOB I-IQ. QIIEVPOL; CMPO, Welfare Officer
File Reference: 4000.1 LOG 8

Date: J Feb 95

st-vita.
Reference:
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U¥II'l‘E_D NATIONS MEDAL

get9;ang§§ Rnqulntiona tor the United Nations Modal.
~ (ST/SGB/119/Rev.1, dated 16 February 1966).

- l hé
l. The Secretary-General has established the UN Medal for
award, subject to the Regulations for the United Nations Medal,
to military personnel who are or have been in the service of the at
United Nations.

2. The aim of the present document is to clarify the policy on
the award of the'UN Medal. It supersedes all previous documents
on the same subject. ' -

3. The policy will apply to personnel deployed in all existing
missions at the date of the promulgation of the present policy
and to all new missions established for that date on.

1

ELl§IElLlII-
3. The UN Medal should be awarded for service in a UN Mission
to military and civilian police personnel regardless of the UN‘s-
organ they belong to, as long as the tasks they are performing
fall within a mandate given by the Security Council or the
General Assembly.

\

4. The personnel must be under operational or tactical control
of the United Nations.

5. The qualifying service period shall be a minimum period of
90 days consecutively in the service of the United Nations.

6. The qualifying period for numerals shall be 180 days {roe
the date of qualification of the medal, or previous numeral. _
only perios of at least 90 consecutive days-can ne_eouggg;,§.p
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It has coma to tn; natiue of this Hndguartal that
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ather areas notably Kigali for nn apparent
reasons.
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FC DIRECTIVE ON THE HANDLING OF DISPLACED PERSONS

References:

A, UN Security Council Resolution 925 dated 8 Jun 94

B. Section 9: Op Directive No 2 Rules of Engagement

C. FC Directive on the Legal Jurisdiction Applicable to UNAMIR and the Rwandan
Authorities Version ll dated January 95

Introduction

l. This Directive outlines, from a legal perspective, the issues which soldiers need to be aware
of when handling displaced persons (DPS) whether they he in DP camps or under the protection of
UNAMIR troops (eg when UN/\MiR is providing convoy security to the trucks returning l)Ps back
to their communes).

Assumptions

2. The following assumptions are made: '

While UNAMIR and the RPA may be working together in the camps, l.ll\lA.l\/llR’s mandate
as stated in Reference A will still be adhered to. That Resolution states. :.mi<m-__§st other
things, that UNA.MlR is to:

21.

"(al Contribute to the securit_\;' and protection of displaced persons. refugees and
civilians at risk in Rwanda, including through the establishment and maintenance,
where feasible, of secure humanitarian areas; and

(b) Provide security and support for the distribution ol‘ reli<:l'supplies and
humanitarian relief operations;"

b. The ROE state applicable during operations conducted in DP camps \\lll he \I’.ll.l‘|\f|' (irtrt-‘l 1'1‘
Yellow. _

g) \ ..»"r:.. , £23
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De nitions“

3. The following definitions apply to this Directive: »

a. "weapons" unless otherwise ordered, is defined as a firearm, grenade, spear and sword. An
item such as a machete, or an axe is only to be considered a weapon ifit is used in an
aggressive manner against an individual.

b. "temporary detention" is de ned as the period it takes for the crowd to disperse or for the
individual to be removed from the vicinity so that he can no longer interfere with the
mission.

c. "joint operations" is de ned as an operation where the RPA and UNAMIR troops are acting
together.

Power to Search DPs

4. UNAMIR has the power to search detainees who have sought protection with UNAMIR
troops or are getting on trucks provided by the NGOs. lt can be reasonably argued that this power
derives from the fact that UNAMIR. is providing security and protection to DPs and therefore
soldiers must be allowed to search individuals and-their possessions. lfa DP refuses to be searched
they are to be denied protection or access to the truck.

5. The power to search detainees is limited to searching them for the purpose of the mission.
Thus UNAMIR does not have the power to search tents or DPs who may be going about their
normal business in the camp unless otherwise ordered for a specific operation by UNAl\/H.R HQ or
Sector Commanders in Accordance with Reference A.

Power to Disarin DPs

6. Reference B, Annex A, paragraphs l and 2 stipulate that for ROE States Green and Yellow
UNAMIR troops do not have the power to disarm paramilitary and civilian persom1el. This
Directive however does not prohibit disamring paramilitary and civilians in Rwanda where there is
a need to do so for security and protection reasons. it may be argued that ifa DP is under
UNAMlR's care, UNAMIR has the right to disarm the person to ensure its own and other DPs
protection and security.

7. If a weapon is found on a DP. that person is to be asked to surrender the weapon before
boarding the truck. Failure to surrender the weapon will mean that the DP cannot board the truck.
Weapons may be removed by force from DPs only ifUNAMlR soldiers believe that the DP is
exhibiting a hostile intent or hostile act (as defined in Reference Bl. _

-im'~~
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9. III: \esc.cincumsta.noes, minimum Earn: in acoo!d;.|1'&': jmiihiha RGE my'b: ussd q_:|:|§l.n£4-I>
mgbn smlnud hlmporarily. Temporarify Ls de ned as- at 'p:u'tcni_ir takes for the 1:-rowtho

Oi-Ferthe1'_ndiv'id1mlto be removed from the viufnily sa th t he can no lonw interfcrc with
\he__mission ' ' 4

IO. DPs arc to be handed ovpr in-.u_:uo_rd.nm¢ with Rafa:-emu C, Ttm lirec vc sums, lm ngil
qthcr things, that Rwandan cifizlrni new be handed to thé Of ce of the Prosecutor only. DPs are
gm to E»: handed to the RPA or my oihat local authority.

 .1§
H; As stat-ud"in Resolution 92.5, ix is UNAM1R's man ils to pinlwl c splaczd persons and '

—|!K?_|:.itLnens at risk. This n_'\n&_1:|$ that where U1\fAMIR.-panpé witnee a hostile act or intant
alwnhian citizgn (inwclut hg DH’) they are to tnkt le necessary amps to cnsun: that they

rgvi a dz" person with protcctiuu {st-It Reference B).

19$ Qyggion-3 wg‘lg the RPA _

12. All UNAMIR troops are reminded ma: they remain. fur command and czmuoi purpnees;
command of UNAMIR. Conseqwn y, they ar_¢:1:1_iI!‘_#0.=act cm the omdnqlzs of the RPA, unless

$}|_i.h:o lc1fs are for their own sa-fciy. I-t is for the UNA.:M1R iofditr IQ duamhi: whtth r In Q lcr
';i ::'dhy the RPA is for his saiczy or, I11: safety of somaom: he has been ondered to protecz uncle:
ikR.UE'.

I3 UNAA/HR trbops are nlacrnrnindcd that thcx am mm-om I witi1RDE i £0: Sum: Green d. - ; ' . p.y .
Yellow which pmhibils intewcrrtiui bet_w¢cn wamng balms ($2: R.~:F:1'enC!: B). Thus,éif two
groups of armed people are ghung, UNAMIR troops ammo: {men-ens.

14. Joinl patmlling by UNAMIR trams! and the RPA. cream ID Occur. Comma.nd.:'rs shouhd take
reasonable steps to avoid presenting the giercrsption that UNAMIR is itting jointly with the RPA.
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‘1'O: ALL HQ BRAi{GI!B£/ DATE: 7/2/95
STAFF OFFIi'II$

neon: cxwor. cmnarssrosknb , nnracxvnon/mmo/wr/1;/as
IKFO: DEPUTY crvmt. ' ssxonsa
suaancm LATENESS on DUTY/OFFICIAL wrv TIME

I have on:-..a4~vu: that C ' g of Divisions and othar
officers attai-Jud to _Hea $1231 1:129.
Y¢1"iFBbY‘l'-?l5mano=I nqlqdth o +11 tiliato
report on duty is froaiqt -‘no hours a loie at I700 lbouzrp, with
one hour break at 1230 - -1330 hours.

2. Rpm; note tint 1:=an::hua_1ity in s_mu.1-,o1' huqinnn-1 ltcncm 1:
wy;-11. no longer tolwcto the indiscriiiimta and oxcinive amae
0! u ficial dirty time.

3. Anhnnwiedqe receipt.

' ' 5 5';-5-Jive



ILINE 1

Department of Defence II RES-|-R|C-|-ED I
MESSAGE FORM

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION I

‘LINE 2

LINE 3

LINE 4

LINE 5

MESSAGE INSTRUCTIONS

PRECEDENCE - ACTION PRECEDENCE - INFO DATE - TIME GROUP SIC/ORIG NO

PRIORITY RQUTINE 10 0930B FEB 95 SUP 073/95
ROUTING INDICATQRS FROM: HQ UNAMIR II G4 LOGISTICS

TO: TRCHUBUTHRE“
AUSMED
INDBATT

INDENGR COY
95 FLSG
ETHIOBATT
FRAFBATT
GHANBATT
TUNBATT
ZAMBATT
MALICOY
MALAWICOY
NICOY

SUP PL BUTARE
SUBJECT: DAILY S TREPS

1.

2.

ALL ADDRESSEES ARE REMINDED THAT THE COMBAT SUPPLIES DAILY STOCK
STATE SITREPS ARE NOW TO BE DIRECTED TO 95 FLSG.

DAILY SITREPS ARE NO LONGER REQUIRED BY HQ UNAMIR. 95 FLSG COLLATES
ALL SITREPS AND PROVIDES A CONSOLIDATED RETURN TO G4.

SUJET: SITREPS QUOTIDIENS

1.

2.

NOUS RAPPELONS A TOUS LES CONTINGENTS QUE LES "COMBAT SUPPLIES DAILY
STOCK STATE " DOIVENT ETRE ENVOYES A 95 FLSG .

LES SITREPS QUOTIDIENS NE SONT PLUS EXIGES PAR L'UNAMIR HQ . 95 FLSG LES
COLLECTENT ET FAIT UN RAPPORT QU'IL REMET AU G4 .

1
PAGE NO DRAFTER'S NAME AND TITLE PHONE REF FILE NO

CLARKE SO SUPPLY 11118 P /95

CLARKE SO SUPPLY G4 LOG COORD
NO OF PAGES RELEASER'S NAME AND TITLE BRANCH/UNIT DATE

I I10FEB95
OPS R
USE

1
FOR DATE TIME SYSTEM OPERATOR DATE TIME SYSTEM O RATOF1 SECURITYCLASSIFICATION

D
RESTRICTED



-I‘ .
UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

UNAMIR—EG=Al'-.1

To: Sector 3 HA _ 10 Fwmsy I995

From: Norris Jorsling N zz‘ '
Chief Transport O oer \. '

I 11! J 1: 1

I re er to copy of your subject Sitrep which was received today by this of ce.

R:y0urpara3,Iw0uld h opGile'iI'lH is blh'ivm"s1'e@on@iUtyto
reportmydefectsofthe vchiclete t1ae1‘r1|@ortSwtionwhich hedaem1rrend:rsthevei1icIoun-
roadworthy. '

Kmdlymform stf ceofthevehk npl é lr h i nhumb imi present
lo wthntarecovelyvehicleaa-nbc¢ispatchidl:|:? r:uiqvdl. 'l‘hev=h'iclewlI1t.h1be
iqguqpdapd mcmpmon-Ahea egedbddtyresissiann mdmemcmsaryqwo
rujhzqmmrwiubeemmdom.

Thank you for your cooperation.

cc: DCOS SP
MILOB GP HQ

HQrm HQ Kigali me
CISS
ucr Workshop

t __|



Lists A, B, C, D, and E O9 Feb 95

OFFICE PROCEDURES — FORCE STANDARD DISTRIBUTION LISTS

1. New Standard Distribution Lists for use within the military
component of HQ are attached. Staff officers are encouraged to
make the maximum use of these Lists as help ensure that no one
is omitted from the distribution of any document and remove the
chore of typing long distributions on each document produced.

2. The Lists must, however, be used sensibly. While they act
as an aide-memoire for staff officers, they do not remove from
them the responsibility of considering carefully who needs the
information contained in the document under consideration. There
is a balance to be struck if we are to ensure efficient and
effective passage of information within the Force — those who
need to know must receive the necessary information while those
who do not have any interest in the subject do not want to be
swamped with masses of paper which they have to read to decide
whether or not they need the information it contains. We need,
too, to remember that distribution of large documents on wide
distributions is expensive in terms of paper, photocopying and
the time of our too few clerks.

3. Standard Distribution Lists are flexible in their use, as the
following examples demonstrate. If the appropriate Distribution
List contains addressees who need a particular document, the
Distribution on the document might read, for example, ’Lists A
and B (less Serials 17 and 21)’. Similarly, the Lists can be
used to cover a part of the total distribution of a document
thus :

Lists A and B
HAC
C Log O.

4. It is also possible to differentiate between Action and
Information addressees using distribution lists, for example, if
it is required to notify the military staff of HQ UNAMIR of some
administrative point, but is intended that senior officers
should also be aware, and as the matter impinges upon the
civilian component of the HQ, the following might be used :

Action

List B

Information

List A
CAO



5. In the circumstances in H11’-ind ourselves, any
of distribution lists --UH B. They win be re um:
regularly by my s'l:-n.f'f_'i:q.t'- __nei are invited to oiling’
su9QEBtion for additiunl, deletions or amendment to the
structure of the lists.

6. £Q;_QAQ* If you wish, we can innlude a separate CAO-lint
within this document, thus nking one set of Distribution Lists
for use throughout the HQ.

K s SIVAKIIMAR
cor.
cos



HI .-. : - ST;in-:3 D,‘ ",n1 en‘ ~i_ - .. ~nu'v\1~

.$:aJ.i|.J. Sears
I--1..?11A"43<Iili.Dd<i.l3IJé.I2

I-'\D(D\'|C\(InPbJl\3li on

MA/PC
MA/DFC
COS
DCOS (OPS)
DCOS (Sp)
C Mil Obs Force
HAC

-~v -ol

12 $3:---e '
m£§;i 
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Z1.
12.
23.
24.
35.
26.
27 30

-_@i'.o_!i: used Lnxéozclunsizion W 
31

2
33
34
35

3

Gl
G1
G2
G3
G3
G3
Air

(Force Ned Offr)
(Pars/CMPO)
(Mil Info)
(099)
(Plans)
(Enqr)
Q95G1 Dill-Gipline/FPM

Public Info
G4
G4
G6

(Logistic)
(Nov Con )
(Gonna)

Canp Commandant
RPA LO

- Spare

HQ Mil Obs Gp
UN Civ P01
Sector 1
Sector 2
sector 3



L15; Q - Cggtinued

36. Sector 4A
37. Sector 4B
38. Sector 4C
39. Sector 5
40. Sector 6
41. 95 FLSG"
42. Force Sig Coy"
43. Force Enqr Coy
44. AUSMED-

- Spare45 so
1Assi_IL_;__!1sn@nts. 9!. the FQ£§£_~]K§G£B§1 H .39 E3513. -
Administration - Ne; to ha used in qn n::1Qn_nith_Lie;_c_
51. 4 &tl—ebs-Gp-
52. JH¥+EEv‘Pn1
53. _AUiHi'
‘.54. -9-5—F"&IG
55. ETHIQBAT
56. FRAFBATT
57. GHANBAET
59. INDBRIT
59. MALAWICOY
60. MALICOY
61. NICOY
62. TUNBATT
E3. ZAMBATT
£5. Eonee-Egr—Coy
65. _Farce~Sig-Gby~
5! - 70. Spare

LiI£_:_QID££_I;£Q!§Hi_AdQI§ 5§:§
71. Office of snsc
'23. UNDPKO (MBP)
73. CAO
74 - so. spare

 _J



mom G 3 PLANS 50110.1 gnqipp
TO SEE Dl:1'1iJ.13l1'I'lm¢ LIST

DATE to Fda 95

SUBJECT :

1. Réfdmcc letter 30(X).1S(OpI|) dltetl 07 Fa) 95. '

2. I Vi W0filB£BCdIiFF$ HllS60f lG6hi BmlQ,p]BI lm d[h¢§EH
.I"§IBl' Il¢C$ of thebmmdary| mmt-asunder;

'Fromthe»j|m:tiniq:i'EF.1vIt.b1y:hatang1:iu:nlfIqgl__
LWJDHEEB iiulnse wwiq r ?.IIl'5l:ri|;fh1h\_i‘l‘Q@auwpmmtcrekawis-amt:-jrsooss -7 _¢i|iv4u'-1inIl!br19tom$.1=iuni'a
mm1cms #mkanu¢¢ ~ @rdmw.mm1mu
ciuio9<i4-a=s1iss- -599108 ('RivorIndi=ql1iijl1 i £ln).Pi*um# '|i$p0intitf iI w8
the existing Swim BB boundary."

jmw.
Kli l i

Nlli
Gfi hn

|_ For-DTGG8(0pn)
LE5!-ma
mm 313
'l‘.U!m&T

- on
m molym

d-t.m1iA1'r
zimmsfr
EHIBIBATT
INDBATT
FRAFBATT
NIC-0Y
MALAWICOY
H:i_l€1B ENGR COY
A

I- I

I ’11_\ ' ___'- IT

5' . . ._ _ _
-z" 3'-‘Ti u'*i="I |

'G3[€H’S)

"' ' ' ‘ '.-:-- .- ___._
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1000-4 (AMA/FC) 10 FEB 95

“"$:/--’.*‘ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR nwmm ' MISSION roux UASSISTANCE AU nwmm
II] T‘III) bI1\'F]1()IIS§ ei iig bII\'TII()lM S [IPII EZS

UNAIll—IlNUAl

VISIT TO UNAMIR, KIGALI

NAMES OF VISITORS: MAJOR GEN M. BARIL MILITARY ADVISOR
Colonel De Beauchene Executive Assistant

DATE OF VISIT: II - I4 FEB 95
I

RESPONSIBLE: AMA/FC — MAJ CAMPBELL

DISTRIBUTION LIST '

INITIAL PROGRAMME

DATE TIME ACTIVITY REMARKS

. 11 FEB
I

TBC MGEN BARIL ARRIVES FROM
NAIROBI

UNAMIR FROM NBO ETA TBC
FC AND DFC TO GREET.

PM COURTESY CALL ON SRSG TBC
GENERAL DISCUSSIONS WITH
SENIOR MIL STAFF

TOPICS TO DISCUSS INCLU
CURRENT AREAS OF CONCER
WITH FC, DFC AND COS

DE
N

PM VISIT IOC FOR BRIEF ON OP
RETOUR

LCOL MULARKEY TO ESCORT

12 FEB AM TBC MGEN BARIL AND DCOS OPS
DISCUSSIONS

MGEN BARIL

SPECIFICS ARRISING FROM
PREVIOUS DAY

AM TBC MGEN BARIL AND DCOS SP
DISCUSSIONS

AS ABOVE

PM FREE TIME OR LOCAL TOUR OF
KIGALI INCLUDED OPTION IS
95 FLSG TOUR

AT BELGIAN VILLAGE VIP
COTTAGE

19:00 DINNER MEETING WITH FORCE
COMMANDER

DINNER TIME TBC. LOC
CONVENT

_ 13 FEB 08:00 MORNING "PRAYERS" GUEST OF FC

09:30 COMMANDING OFFICERS
CONFERENCE

ALL CO’s IN ATTENDANCE,
INCLUDE WORKING LUNCH

TO

15:00 LIAISON CALLS TO UN HQ EITHER FC OR DCOS OPS
OFFICE

16:00 TOUR 95 FLSG ' AMA/FC AND CO 95 FLSG T
COORD

O

14 FEB AM TBC MGEN BARIL DEPARTS KIGALI

1/2



 ___
1. Ill'I'_l'l and Delegation
during their visit to __'E I‘. - 14 Feb:

a. will require the use of 1 X Staff Cars or ‘Four
Runner;

I.  . for MG:-in,-Euril and Diluqatiun will
El:-Fgomno tiled in VIP Cottages at Belgian l -Tagt 11 -

a. 2 x VIP Cottages for period.

4. Eggjjmj for Mean Baril and delegation with SRSG,
FC, DFC arrldsenior militiry staff:

a. XX:XX hrs II Feb with SRSG & ED in SRSG o'F1“ice;

b. xxzxx hrs 11 Feb with Force Commander and Head
of Delegation in his office;

c. xxzxx hrs 11 Fob with DFC and COS in'End Floor
Conference room and

d. 10:06 hrs L2 Feb with DCOS Ops and DCOS Sp for
follow-on discussions.

E.  for M_G:9l1_B\Il‘1'I and Delegation will
IR required to and from NAIROBI. Will require the
."FnI‘|owi-ng b-okkings: _

a. 11 Feb NBO - KGL 2 x 'pers as per first. page; and

b. 14 Feb KGL - IEO 2 x pars as per first page.

E 
Office of the SRSG LIST A
FC LIST D
ED
DFC CHIEF PROTOCOL
COS CAO
CISS NOV CON’ - AIR OPS
CO 95 FLSG

 .
P.T. Campbell
Nii r
AMA/FC & Visits G
11121

2/:

F I-F f I to. a‘Ii
go .
V15-1%

Ch inf
Protocol

and
OIC Aqcom

OFF in of
SREE, Gh'h'F

P1-oiaqji
.i».~"‘.»1"ii»

CAO
Air

Mcrvemmits
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LINE1

SECURITY <:T_Ass?rcAT:Q_r~1 Z

°¢M'"°"“ "Y °°*e"°° _RESTR\CTEDMESSAGE FORM

‘Liwés
A _ ' MESSAGE lNSTRUCT|ONS

[ma 5
J, —1 — —|_ * E —
_ PRECEDENCE ACTION PRECEDENCE ‘INFO DATE TIME GROUP S|CIOR1G NOP D73/‘95

PRIQRWY ROUHNE 10 oeaoa FEB es _su_
\\=%6UT1N@ wm¢1T<>R§ A mom HQ UNAMIR u G4 LOGISTICS

TAC HQ BUTARE

INDENGR COY

ETHIOBATT
FRAFBATT
GHANBATT

MALAWICOY
NIIGOY
ZN

J__ JECT DA'lL\T SHPREPSSUB MBAT SUPPLIES DAT‘? ‘STU-U‘
ALL ADDRESSEES ARE REMINDED THAT THE CO

REPS ARE NOW TO BE DIRECTED TO 95 FLSG
1-.
$1115 err UNAMTR 95 nae mu-ATES

[LY SITREPS A-RE NO LONGER REQUIRED BY HQ2. DA
ALL STIREPS AND PROVIDES A CONSOLIDATED RETURN TO G4

SUJET SITREPS QUOTIDIENS
US LES CONTINGENTS QUE LES COMBAT SUPPLIES DAIL

MALI-COY

NOUS RAPPELONS A To Ys A 95 FLSG
C

1-
STOCK STATE DOIVENT ETRE ENVOYE

2. LES SITREPS QUOTTDIENS NE SONT PLUS EXIGES PAR L'UNAMlR HQ 95 FLSG LE
NT ET FAIT UN RAPPORT QU'lL REMET AU G4COLLECTE

_ REF FI.£ No
T PAGE NO nRuI'm\'l HARE mo "rme PHONE1111s P I, /as _CLARKE so SJPP-LY _t j I one

ore/-was Rama a»u§-IE mo 'rrr1.E BRANCYWNIT iII T 10 FEB95NO
Cl.ARKE_$0gus-?_1.v G4 1.0:: ooonn L IL _ _ _h 1:

FOR DATE T1ME $'\'ST‘EM OPERATOR DATE TUE BTETEIN/l 4 ATOR SEGlJRlTYC1..A5$|F'l'-K‘-A-TF3"RESTRTCTEDM



=u§:1'r1an NATIONS UjNAT1oNs U-NIES

UFTAIQIIR -11'. EH1]

 mmLml 31 January 1995

W

TO: All UNAMIR . ,4
and Civilian P I,1

FROM: A.l1yH.Golo A A ‘
Of cer-in-Chargér ~’ - -A -- ' mm

SUBJECT! ' __i_.~\ 1, -.1914 r.- =u-i - Us ' E~-"H"-'. aw

Further to  § Instruetion 1%. 091194-nf 15_fa1y 1Q'9ii,_||_-.h§s iq 1:q_
remind all UNAMIR pa'soaneJ' il with the exception af aw deslmwi m uua ini ,
vehicle: are assigned to a Unit gr Section fer collective an by In to
thnu-msport wpmeh pool for &o&ve use by all anthorfzad pensomd ofme mission.

'% applies even if "an individual has signd puwmlly for coilocting the
the ‘1‘n.nsp0rt Secticm.

Plbasc be guided accordingly.
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LFNITED NATIONS Q NA1*1.£H1i~l- ‘UNIES

31Iw1=-ry 1995

TO: All UNAMIR ff
Military and Civilian =~-'1-7»-A

‘~\ '
‘ Q‘

FROM: Ally H. G010 K _, ‘A _ 7- i A
Of cer-in-Chargér - P "station

SUIBIECIZ ; 1 ;_a|‘,._r\~_n 1:1 -l~. -L‘ c; H». ; LI‘: a.-.| .11-\'»r~

Further to Adcninstmthre Ip_5'|1I'\lG On No. 00154 M 15 Jinly 1994, this is to
that warm: exception ofa fnw d‘nig'mted;sen.i-tor o ieiais,

1__=u3ihii1i:=;;=;;a@u_w a Unitow-Sec qn for collective wuyigpemmnl crasisignedtn
waggpm dirgatch p00] for ¢Q11mv¢ use by all mmorized petaoanslaf ih: mission.

This applies even if an individual has sigma} pmlonally for collecting the
vehitle -om its TIEIISPOIT Secti ll.

Please be accordingly.

UNAMPIR - KIGALI r
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£ISTRIBUTOR BITUMEN

I 1

APPYEC

VEHICLE ESTABLISHMENT PROPOSAL

| DESCRIPTION PRESENT I PRESENT I FUTURE SHOW JUSTIFICATIOF

HOLDING REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENT FOR EACH VEHICLE

I EDAN LIGHT

EDAN MEDIUM

ken/IN HEAVY

|JEEP 4x4

pus LIGHT

Iaus MEDIUM

|§US HEAVY

PICK UP, DOUBLE CABIN __ __ _

._-;I|[I'RUCK, CARGO LIGHT __
I_ ' I T T ‘ T
I

[I'RUCK,CARGO MEDIUM

|TRUCK, CARGO HEAVY

MBULAN CE I
' F

I T‘

¥RUCK, CRANE HEAVY

RucI<, FUEL ~

RUCK, WATER
_._.I_

FRUCK, RECOVERY ____ ‘_____'_

RAILER, FUEL

,,_4_[I'RAILER, WATER ,

I"

I
[l'RAlLER, CARGO ‘

RECOVERY VEH 8X6 ______ _ T: i__ _

FORKLIFT, LIGHT
I

ORKLIFT, MEDIUM _ __,

ORKLlFT,HEAVY

gmucx, SEWAGE 4

[l'RUCK, KITCHEN

ITRUCK, MOBILE WORKSHQ

FRONT END LOAD ER '

ACKHOE

‘ROAD GRADER

[IIIBRATOR ROLLER

COOP LOADER

OZER

RACTOR & FLATBED

RACTOR & 70 TON TRAILE

UMP TRUCK

pARBAGE COMPACTOR

MOTOR CYCLES

7 TOTAL
PREMIED BY TRANSPORT SECTION



IVEHICLE Eawlpbz- Pnonlaqni.
. _. .-_ E ____.________i _____ 7_; _ _ - I
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"'"""**"" mm“ H‘_ * 7 _ '_4- I -::f '_l_ _ _ ‘E*!_;’ _ I

I HUD! Ilbxm mum 109: ' .- . .
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

UNAMIR—KIGALI

Information Circular 009/9i 31 January 1995

I

TO: All UNAMIR ;/
Milltary and Civilian Pe 2 I el

Ii Q
FROM: Ally H. Golo ' _ “

Of cer-in-Charger ’/ - ministration

SUBJECT: Authori ._ ' nf r ~ I - f AMIRyehigles

Further to Adrninstrative Instruction No. 001/94 of 15 July 1994, this is to
remind all UNAMIR personnel that with the exception of a few designated senior of cials,
vehicles are assigned to a Unit or Section for collective use by its personnel or assigned to
the transport dispatch pool for collective use by all authorized personnel of the mission.

This applies even if an individual has signed personally for collecting the
vehicle from the Transport Section.

Please be guided accordingly.

I



UNAMIR MILOBS SECTOR 3A-BUTARE. HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS.

MOVEMENTS OF DLSELACED PERS/REFUQEES. (DISREF)

Date
( )8.

23

24

25

26

27

28

From
(b)

Cyanika
Rukondo
Kibeho
Total

Rukondo
Cyanika
Kibeho
Total

-___-——-——————_—————

Rukondo
Cyanika
Kibeho
Total
Various

Rukondo
Cyanika
Kibeho
Total
Kibeho

Rukondo
Cyanika
Murambi
Kibeho
Total
Kamana

-___-_———-———_

Cyanika
Rukondo
Kibeho
Muko
Total

—————-——————————

——-—_—¢——

To
(C)

Bu Pref

Bu Pref

Bu Pref

Kigeme

Bu Pref

Kigeme

Bu Pref

Kigeme

Bu Pref

# Pers UN/NGO
(d)

1917
1385

521
3823

372
593
192

1157

677
577
446

1700
348

216
577
446

1239
348

216
274
152
464

1106
117

172
96
96
22

386

(e)
UNHCR,UNAMIR

UNHCR,UNAMIR

UNHCR,UNAMIR

UNHCR,UNAMIR

UNHCR,UNAMIR

UNHCR,UNAMIR
—-——_—-——————

Month: Jan 95

Reasons/Comments
(f)

Operation Retour

Operation Retour

Operation Retour

Burundi refugees

Operation Retour

Burundi refugees

Operation Retour

Burundi refugees

Operation Retour
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TO : LIST A AND LIST D File Reference:1000.8(DFC)/A/6

Info: AMA/FC

From: AHA/DFC(i;£i;%g;;;;g§>
KE ITOKO
Lt Cdr

Date: February, 1995

Subject: DFC/CHO HONTHLY VISITS TO FIELD UNITS

1. The DFC/CMO intends to visit UNAMIR Milobs, CIVIPOLS, and
contingents in the month of February, 1995, according to the

' h d visit schedule. The focus ofsequence stated in the attac e
the visits will be on lower levels of command among the field
units.

2. The following areas are to be covered during the visit:

a. Reception and short briefing by the Sector /Unit
Commanders.

b. Inspection of Company/Platoon locations and patrol
routes.

c. Visit to nearby IDP Camps.

d. Observe Operation Retour.

e. Lunch with Troops.

f. Visit/discuss with NGOs, local and regional
authorities - both Military and civilians.

' 'es in respect of these visits should be directed3. All enquiri
to the AMA/DFC extension 11113 and ADC/DFC extension 11123.

4. This office is requesting all contingent Photographers,ho cover the visits to make theVideo Cameramen, and others w
photographs and video tapes available to the ADC/DFC after each
visit to their units.

5. Your prompt response and uooperation in preparing for the
DFC/CMO visit will be appreciated.

Enclosure:

DFC/CHO February, 1995 visit schedule.



DFCZCMO
MONTHLY VISIT_SCHEDULE

01 FEBRUARY - 28 FEBRUARY, 1995

WEEK SUNDA MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNES THURSDAY

2. Q83O HRS
MILOB SECTOR
COMD’S CONF
(GITARAMA)

7.SECTOR 4C
lOQO HRS-
MILOBS/CIVIPOL
l2OO HRS —
ETHIOBATT

X _

9. SECTOR 4B
lQQ9,HRS.-
MILOBS/CIVIPOL
l2OQ HRS -
FRAFBATT-
KIBUYE

14. SECTOR 5
REHENGERI
lOQOHR§—MILOBS
llOQ Hgg TUN
BATT SUP COY
12QO HRS-
TUNBATT INF
COY

16. SECTOR 1

lOOO HRS -
MILOBS

LOCATION

FRIDAY SATURDAY

(n7<:Z7U
up

4 SECTOR 4A
oogngs

MILOBS/CIVP,1
iggg gRs~
ZAMBATT

00 HRS-
OPS RETOUR _
ll SECTOR 5

OO HRS-
GISENYI

2 Q gRS_
TUNBATT COY

18 SECTOR 1

Q OHRS NICOY
MEDAL PARADE
1200 HRS

NICOY PLATOON OTHER UNITS



21. SECTOR 3B
GITARAMA
lOOO HRS-
MILOBS/CIVIPOL
1200 HRS-
MALICOY

23. SECTOR 3A 24 25. SECTOR 622
1000 HRS—TAC lOOO HRS-
HQ MILOBS G? HQ
12OOHRS-MALAWI 1100 HRS —MIL
COY ACADEMY

12OOHRS—
95 FLSG.

28. SECTOR 2
RILIMA
1100 HRS —
MILOBS/CIVIPOL
1200 HRS -
GHANBATT
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UNAMIR
Force HQ
Kigali

3000.12/2(Ops) bf February, 1995

See Distribution

PATROL REPORTS

Reference:

A. Force SOP Part III Section 7.

l. To ensure a wide spread UNAMIR presence and a climate of
security within the UNAMIR AOR, especially in the home communes,
it is imperative that frequent, effective and extensive patrols
are conducted by MILOBS and formed troops. Unit/Sector Comds are
responsible for the planning and conduct of an active patrol
programme within their respective AORs. UNAMIR HQ has the over-
riding responsibility of ensuring that Units AORs are effectively
covered by UNAMIR security activities, and may therefore order
specific patrols as required.

2. In the light of the above, Sector Comds will submit their
weekly' patrol programmes covering patrol activities for the
following week for coordination. Proposed patrol programmes are
to be submitted in advance to this HQ for coordination every
Sunday not later than 2359 hrs. Initial submissions are
expected on O5 Feb 95.

3. In addition, consolidated patrol reports will be submitted
on all patrols, as per the attached Patrol Report format.
Reports are expected at this HQ not later than 48 hrs after
completion of the patrol.

4. For your compliance.

GC TOUSI NT
Maj Gen
Force Commander

Distribution:

External:

Action:

MILOB GP HQ

1



PATROL REPORT FORMAT

Al!

l.

TYPE OF PATROL

2.

TASKS

3.

STRENGTH

4.

ROUTES AND LOCS PATROLLED

5. A. Routes (Attach sketch if nec for clarity).

b. Loos (eg DPCs, ORCs, Home Communes, etc )

INCIDENTS, OBSERVATIONS, ACTIVITY ETC

6. RPA.

7. FRGF.

8. MILITIA.

9. CIVIL POPULATION.

HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITY.

lO.
A. On going (NGOs, UN Agencies, Local Authority, etc)

B. Oustanding.

C. Misc.

ll. STATE OF ROADS.
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iished by the Unitsd Nations, in such
drcusmtames not mvcrod in this
Code as may Income necessary in the
intend! of the Unimd Nations..,.<::i.:** -.3 2 '~..,;= M"I5 1" °P'
arty O¢¢:‘Pi¢4 by any Spezialqud
Agency tbs Uuitzd Nations.
5. Uuoll-'lagGeur|lly

’I‘hebgsoayh:uso6inao:otd-
ano:withthisFlsgCodcbyGovcrn-
mentgorgaoiationlaudiodividuals
todgmonstnkasppostoithe nitssl
Nadonsandtoiurthctitsprinciples
andpnrposes-1‘hemano:tanddr-
cumstaooesoidisplsyahalloooform,
innszfst as appropriate. tod*st|sdul;‘ws
a to ' ay
oitisenstim mgoitheoounuyinwhidlth¢'5ll7h1ilmsde.
6. Uu of Plqisl llilinay

Op-minus
‘Rae agsnayb: used in military

operationsoolyxcsprcssauthon
izatiootodtat byaqsmpctcot
orgaoofth¢Unilo4Natioos-

7. Pnlallbol'"
'DIcIa§shsl|aotbcus¢dinany

awkhanyngda oumadepussw
amthe:eto.Onooaocouotshalltbe~=¢....,..‘..\~--"--'--:.'::.=‘:-.:~*'.;.:

cribcbysuiulq orqhurlrdns
aasesiuilikgallnllllllnll
atl l-iii}! msuuilp
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9. Muulaaun and SJ: of Flag
(1) The la] may be manufac-

tured x sale only upon wrmzn coo-
scnt of the $¢q¢u.ry-Gc t l

(2) Such consent shall be subiect
to tho following conditions:

(a) The ag shall In sold at a
price to be agroad upon with the
Secret!!!-Gcnctal.

(b) It shall be the nsponsibilityof
the manufacturer to ensure that
:\_r¢|1 pusduasu of the lag is fur-
osshed swath a cog of this Cod: as
well as a copy any regulations
issued pursuant thescto, and that
ead\°rurchas¢r is in ormetl that his
use the lag is to the condi-
tions contaiotd in is Cod: and in
the regulations nude pursuant
thereto-
10. Vidasiol

Any violationofthisi-‘lagCodc
snaybcpuaishodiuanoordanoewith
thclawoitheootmtryinwhicltsuch
violationtakcsplace.
11. Regulations

(1)11: Secretary-General may
ddegan: his authority under this
Coda

(Z)Th:Sea:hl10matluhis
dulyaudsorizedmpcasnots veistbe
only_persoo¢mpo_sr¢rdtomak=reg-
ulanoosumit:thtsCod:-Sudsreg\I-
lationsnuybemaclnfnrthepnrposu

orthcpmpo nlimpiustc iih or
dsrifyingannsrovisionoisbisgode
whanent the sgquary l d or
his duly authorioll 1-qnsenmive
mnsidns sucll or
dni saunonsocs ry.
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REGULATIONS
The 1.11.»;-; at

sh as ‘pends’
sle$ee1aery-Geuralon -
la u, .1952:

t. DIMENSIONS 0! FLAG
(l) In pwsusw to ankle l oi

the Flag Code the
United Nation! Flag shall he:

(a) I-loll (width) oi the United
Nations Flag-2
Fly (length) oi the United Nation!
Flag--3

or
(la) Hoist (width) oi the United

Nations Fl 3Fly tttquil-0: no uiana mew
Flag-5

=23;».
9. E

a~g»e5sr__=-an1;,_ Q-qt§ittostate%i%§~étiitiiiEl’:lfi-E‘;ii-itiiEggiii. siiiiitziii

2) of the
the-math
Nstioos
idiom:

0

be displayed alone or with one or
snoteother agsto4¢monstIatesup-
mag‘ the Nations and to

its pnnetpl purposes-
) When the Unsted Nations
is with one or more

all ags so displayed
yed on the same level

of appwlimitely

Eg iagig1:
‘ it:

gr’?
no aeeouns may any Bag

with the United Nations
he displayed on a higher level

than the United Nations Flaxbsnd on
noseeountnuyany sgso played
with the United Nations Flag be
larger than the United Nations Flag.

(e) The United Nations Flag may
be dismyed on either side of any
other without being deemed to
he subordinated to any such ag
within the meaning of article 3(1)

United ‘Nations Flag Code.
The United Nations Flag

d notm lly only he displzed
on buildings and on station!!! g-
sta l from sunti to sunset. The
Unised ations sg ntayalsobe so
displayed at night upon special
music!!!-

United Nations Flag
he displiyed on days

wathet is inclement.
United Nations Flag

he carried M or hori-
always aloft and (see.

should never be
of any inn, never
hath, not up, in

allowed to fall free-
Fllgr
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VI. MANUFACTURE OP UNITED
' ‘ NATIONS FLAG

,. lniizoordanee svitharticle9(2) (a)
' of the United Nations I-‘lag Code the

Secretary-General hereby grants per-
mission to sell the United Nations
Flag without reference to the Secre-
tary-General as to the price to be
¢lWs¢4-

4 / 4/ =5 9
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vn. Al.-PHABFIICAI. oanu
hehattzzihed is a schedule setting out

I isll =l =a|>etncal' order I the
Members of United Natiortg,

Seaeravy-General.

SCHEDULE OP MEIIBEI NATIONS IN THE ENGLISH ALHIAIEUCAL ORDER:

Afghanistan Czetllnslovahia
Mhanh Dahomey
Argentina Denmark
Australia Dominican
Austria Iepuhlic
Bd um Ecuador
Bolivia E-l Salvador
Brazil Ethiopia
Bulgaria Fault-ration of
Burma Malay-a
Byeloruasian SS! Finland
Catnhndia _ Francs
Carneruua ' ‘ 1 -v_ Gabon
Canada e " Ghana
Central Mricaa Greene

lepuhlie Guatemala
Ceylon Guinea

v Chas! Haiti
Chile Honduras
China Hungary
Columbia Iceland
Congo (lraaaa- India

ville) Indonesia
Coop (laatpuIv.l- Iran

vile) Iraq
Costa lies Ireland
Cuha Israel
Cyprus Italy

Ivory Coast
Japan
lnrslaa
Laos
Lchanon
Uh-nia
Libya
Luaetnhnurg
Madagascar
MaliMl . .
Heaieo
Mongolian People's

Iepuhlie
llomenn
New
Netherlands
Nevlalansl
N"¢l'iI\|I
-“law
Nigeria
Nunvay
Pakistan
Panama
Parana!
Peru
Philippanea'
Poland

Portugal
lnsnania
Saudi Arabia
-hm!
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sudan
Sweden
Syrian Arab

lepnhlie
Tanganyika
Thaiand
Ton
Tunisia
Turkey
Ukrainian SS8
USSR
United Arab

Republic
United llinplnm
Unitd States
Upper Volta
"nuns
Venezuela
Yemen
Yngodavh

soon: lntheeventofanyproviaiononntainedinthisoodeorinaay
tionnssrlcunderthiseodeheinginoon ietwiththelawaoianyl-it
mrningsheuaeofitanationalIag,saidlawaolanysnchState

prevai.

R8|Is'iItsdhUIlitadNatiolts.NeiYork
Lttho h lhlted Pistons. New York $7-33604-February I958-SI

I366‘!-Inna 1962-3)!
08712-AMI I98] -750
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T02 All
Friends and W I-withers n.t'm:sI.|__p!q-III,

M 2;"s,*:“;*:hQ~W¢»Y@
-: -... . _ I V 51.‘ _ ‘ ‘ H‘ I‘ _ ,- L

. -.4); I - 1 .-5 *_ - in L--+ at LL 11., - 'a-.- - ~I1.~ »-_*:'| n, -

I ilarnaurermoiefyuutnqlt have by now the death crfmy wifewttich sad
'|qimnokpla\7.'e Monday, 9 J'|an'uary 1995 in Slérlb ebne.

_4t_;nmq=tn sé:'v'k: \|i=§1h&held for the than one at Ito Centre Chritus cnqat
Friday, 27 In-t1um‘y"'IP-95 at 5.30 p.m.

All ft-iencls and wail-wiahers are cordially invited.

_;;_youu-.1» like to one um opportunity tn thank" you all-ior you: monl
=n>r=m¢

Dnneagain )snkyouverymuchandGod.bless.

 




